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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
OdiWr 25, 1917

NUMBBB

ABOUSE

TO

ALL FOE

THE

He's Potting Up His Life.

What

43

Are You Doing?

FINAL PULL

The Way To Make
Money is to Save It
SO THEY SAY. The way
best

to-well, the
to come to our

BIO MASS MEETING CALLED IN

The Busiest

my rom

CITY HALL TONIGHT FOB
THIS PURPOSE.

Place in Hol-

A

-mm

Reputationof Holland for Patriotism
Is At Stake; CommitteeAsks

land on a Sat-

All to Attend.

to save it is

way we know anything about

is

urday Night

The

,

is

Inspired by the fact t^iat Holland yes-

terday came within hailing distance of

the Liberty loan goal, the city committee went to work with renewed enthusiasm this morning and nothing will
be left undone to rpach our quota. But
it is no child’s play, as it means the

First State

Bank

raising of I.'IOjOOO a .iay for three days.

This cannot be done by the commit-

This speaks volumes for

tee alone; it requiresthe intelligent cothe

thrift and wisdom of the people
of this community. It else tells

another story, and that

The

First State

J

is that

j

operation of everybody in Holland. The

committee is asking for this co-operation during the closingtwo days of the

A LETTER FROM AC-

CROSS THE

WATER

ALL WANT A HUNK OF
THAT CITY BUILDING

1

campaign, and in order to provide sonic
tangible way of making the sympathy

Bank

is considered the logicalbank to
do business with by most people.

MIBB MARY VAN DOMMELEN POLICE BAY THEY WILL NEED
SENDS INTERESTING LETTER
MORE ROOM BOON AND SHOULD
mass meeting

of the people of Holland practicallyeffective another, public

FROM PRANCE

will be held in the city hall this eveu-

•;

BE IN ON THE BTRUCTURB

ing.

We

welcome your account

whether it be large or siaH.

May we

Jas. A.

Brouwer Co.

talk with you abeut.itf

THE FIRST ST1TE DIRK

The committeeasks everybodyto be
there, women as well as men. The committee asks thaj all persons who have
purchased bopds be there; they ask
that all persons who have%not yet purchased bonds but who intend to do so
to be there; they ask that all persons
who have not yet purchased bonds and
don’t intend to do so (if there are
any such in Holland)to be there. In
short, they ask cveryoodyto be there.

They

FOR SALE
House and Lot on 7th Street

ENQUIRE OF

The Northwestern Mqtnal Life Insurance

Company

—

C. P.

Zwemer

request that all other meetings
give this meeting the right of way, as
was done last week when the most successfulmass meeting ever held in Holland resulted from such a policy.
Holland wants to report its full
quota on Saturday night; if possible
this city wants to oversubscribe. But
that can’t be done unless everybody
gets into the game right now and helps
push and push hard.
That’s what the meeting tonight is
for — to show everybody how ho or she
can help. There will be a good speaker
and good music will be furnished.

-

WILL GIVE YOU

Large Crowd Present Wednesday Even
ing in the Palace.

your earning power.

men by

of

pendents and not forcing them th
charity of your friends and neighbors.
Stdifictiu:-For yourself in knowing you have doneyo ur duty by providing comfort for those dependent
upon you and m your old age the same policy
will provide a pension for yourself lest you
might become dependent.

>

C. A.

DISTRICT

AGENT

WANTED!

your own dedepend upon the

taking care

BIGGB

-

TOURNAMENT POPULAR

Siftty:- For the wife and children,dependent mother, brother
or sister; in fact anyone who may be dependent upon
Scrrlce:- To your fellow

o

Foundry Helpers, MachinGrinders, Laborers.
Ideal working conditions.

ists,

Good chance for advance-

ment
Holland Furnace Co.

HOLLAND, MICH.

HOLUUID, MICHIGAN

billiard tournament at the
Palace Billiard room Wednesday night
P. Bchroederdefeated L. Daily by a
score of 75 to 73, and J. Turpstra won
over L. Hansen by the score of 75 to
30. While these scores are perhaps not
very high, the interest in the tournament is great. The Palace was crowded
last evening with spectators and the
games aronsed a good deal of excitement among the fans.
On Friday night the contest will be
by the following: Serier vs. Hooker;
vs.

-

Kamphnis.

—

:o:

--------

-

MEN SURPRISE
PASTOR OF TRINITY
REV.

20

Wednesdayevening 55 members of
the Men’s Adult Bible Class and the
teachers of the Sunday School of the
Trinity Reformed church surprisedRev.
John Van Peursem atthe parsonage.
They wero congregated in the darkened
parlet when fhe pastor returned from

NEW SUITS
PER CENT OFF
From Our Regular Prices

Sale Is

Now

In Progress

Our

entire stock of Fall Suits is now on special sale, including the famous "Printxess" Suits, about which you have

read so much in the big magazines. Every garment is new
and up-to-date. Take advantage at once of this unusual
sale and big price reduction. Those who come first naturally will have the best assortment to select from. Note
the big savings.
$22.50 suit*, now;

418.00

35.00 sails, now ---------- — ..$28.00

25.00 iuits, now.

420.00

86.00 salts, now...

28.00 suit#, now..

422.40

20.00 Baits, now.

-$23.50

37.00 sails, now-.
30.00 sails,

now—

1

2

32.00 inits, now-

40.00 sails, now-

34.00 mitt, now-

45.00 suits, now-

Du Mez Bros.

a church meeting at about 9 o’clock.
On behalf of the assembled company
Mr. N. J. Jonker presented the pastor
with a gold-headed cane. Mr. Van
Peursem expressed his appreciation in
a little talk, and later a violin solo was
given by Miss Jannotte Jonker with
Mrs. Van Peursem accompanying h$r
on the piano. Herman Cook gave a piano solo and Van Lente Brothers sang
a duet. Talks were given by Prof.
Raap, Mr. Mulder and Mr. Schoon.
Luncheon was served by Mrs. VanPsursera assistedby ladies of the church.
It is nearly six years ago that Mr.
VanPeursemcame to Holland as the
pastor of Trinity Church.

.620

...... .........

to Camp Custer at Battle Creek report
that the Holland boys are a big ways
ahead of the rest of the eamp in the
matter of making ‘subscriptionsto the
Liberty Loan. The Holland men at
camp hffre taken more than ordinary
interest in the load and have been putting every available cent into it. As a
result they are winning something of a
reputation at Custer for their patriotism.

.60

________ 431.20

436.00

“What

We

Say,

iWeDo,
We Do Do”

man

Van Dommolen, the

Already two funds are availablewith
furniture

sends in the following communi-

cation from bis sister,

who

is

Army Nurse in France, The

a U.

8.

letter be-

low is very interesting.
Dear Everybody:

—

Received n letter today, the first one

The Holland High school alumni foot
making plans for
the annual game with the regular team
on Thanksgivingday- This has become
an annual event and a very popular
ball filaydfs are again

one with the public.
The first meeting of the alumni will
be held Friday evening in the locker
room of the high school. At this meeting the plans for the annual contest on
the gridiron will be made. All alumni
who wish to take part in the game or
who are interestedin it from an outsider’s point of view are requested to
be present at this meeting.

which to build the $2,700 buildingback \
of the City Hall on the so-called bespit*
al lot.

The Board of

Publlo

§

Work*

needs the greater part of the structure 1
and the committee on building and prop J
erty will have a large coal bin placed
in under it for themselves.Of those

!

in reply to the ones I sent from here. two city departments the Board of PubIt certainly was a relief to know that lic Works pays $2300 and the general
up to September 2 all the family were fund makes good for $500.
The police department however .1*
well. All is well with us too, and we
are quite comfortable except for fleas now pricking up its oars and state* that
— and I wish I had some dog soap. Wo since the building will be buHt anyway
are having perfect weather at present, why not make it so that the police can
hut anticipatea cold winter, and with also utilize a corner of itf
coal at $70 per ton,

wo expect our quar-

The time

is not far distant when tho

ters to he rather chilly at times. I un- police department will

have outgrown

derstand the soldiers arc cutting wood its present quarters and when a patrol
now to prepare for the^werst.80 far wagon, an auto or some conveyance
•

be added to the departour real duties have Tiot begun. At
ment.
present we have only about 80 AmerIt now takes the greater part of a
ican patients but the commanding ofDwill

have to

'

"cer is getting the hospital equipped for day for an officerto bring a prisoner to

Some of

us are soon Grand Haven owing to the poor train

-

to be sent to the British front to help service on the Pero Marquette and if g
there until our hospital is in full run- an auto is hired it costs all the way
(

ning order.

We

have visited many nearby vlllages and an aviation field a few miles
out. About a dozen planes went up
while we were there. We hear them at
daylight sometimes. 80 far they have
been very friendlyones with one exception.

News is very scarce with us. Wc get
a two page Continental copy of the
“Chicago Tribune" which contains a
very meagre amount of cabled news
from the United States and a few clipping in a letter are much appreciated
by all. We run to each other with

from $.r> to $# while with an anto owned
by the police department a run of three
hours over the pike would bring the officer back for duty.
The police claim that with tho now
hospital starting, and the increased
growth of police business in Holland,
with the ever Increasing motor traffic
that it is only a matter of a short time
before an auto will have to be placed
nt the disposal of the police department. -

3
^

J
:

The contention is that tho new build- ]
ing should he built to accommodate at 4
least four or five autos. The Boovd of *1
Public Works, it is said, will soon have
a truck thereby to economize in the
work of hauling city material about
from place to place which is now hired j
all items of common interest—nothing done. Mr. Champion and City Engineer
is wasted or selfishly kept.
Bowen Ihivg no p]gm for thoir poof 1
The Y. M. C A. do so many nice "Lizzie’s" and these must stay OBI
f“
things for the enlistedmen and if one in the
The police department should have a
has any money to spare, it would be
a good place to put it. They not only place for their weights and measure*
look after the soul hut make the flesh outfit, their motorcycle, their lungmocomfortable as well. This unit has a tor, and a patrol wagon and such other,
moving picture apparatus dopated to other additions that the department
them by Mr. Henry Ford and one night may he compelled to add from time to
last week we had music, singing by a time. It is simply impossible that Holquartet, and two reels of films in the land ’sgrowth will remaiu at a standstill
Y. M C. A. room. Sunday mornings and even now the work in the departwe also gather for divine services iu ment is growing daily so it can be
readily seen that if Holland should sudsame room.
Except for a few elderly and decrepit denly take a spurt ahead the police demen, the male population is all soldiers partment will then be in such shape
in uniform and women run the tram that it will be commensurate to the
cars and handle baggage. The wounded city ’s needs.

‘.j

rain.

go through this place quite often and
the nurses pass fruit, cigarettes, paper
and pencils to them in the hospital
trains. Nothing appeals to them quite
as much as the cigarettes. Some of

-

0—
MORTON MAKING
$3000 IMPROVEMENT* AT
THE HOLLAND DOCKS
-

GRAHAM

A

^

The Graham & Morton Traasporation
several good lmprovmcnts at their docks in Holland.
Will Van Anrooy is placing new piles
around the dock, a new floor is being
put in the large freight depot, several
convenient changes will be made in the
office departmentand when the entire
job is completed tho changes will total
they are not as fine as usual. We found in the neighborhood of $3,000.
The G. Sc M. Company hae always
a man gatherings his walnuts and purchased some by number. They eat them kept its equipment in such shape that
green — at first we did not like them, its freight and passenger service canbut now we consider them a dhinty not be surpassed.
dish. We are eating snails too, they
were served with such a delicious sauce
that anything would taste good with— government is much hotter now, a»d.
even worms.
we may be able to get along on it,
We always dress in uniform, indoors without extras altho we still have oorjl
and out— that is an army order. It owu tea, coffee and sugar. When you
saves ns a lot of monej^afnpHMeB write be »uro to use address I give you
life much more simplq/'We can do that in full, a« the mail will reaeb me mnch
much more for the wounded too. Son- more quickly. Did you get one letter!
day we were entertained by a family of wrote to you about six wee-w ago, GerBelgian refugees from Antwerp. They tie did not mention it.
Tell the childrento write me soon. Ik
are so homesick for their own country
—and haven’t heard from their relativ- is such a pleasureto receive mail from

them are so badly wound, hut they
never complain. 'Miss Halsey and I
HOLLAND BOYB BUY BONDS
are always knitting vests and wristlets for them. The next thing I do will
They Art Ahead at Camp Caster In be to knit leggins for myself, as my
This Respect
underwearis far to delicatefor the climate we are expecting. Last week wc
| Edgar Landwehr and Andrew Klom- walked in the country through miles of
parens who have returned from a visit grape vines. Altho the natives say

..$28.80

30.00 snits^now.

-

J. VAN PUR8EM IB PREBENT
ED WITH GOLD-HEADED

CANE.

Special Sale of

LADIES’
SsM

Peter

12,000 patients.

At the

and Meyer

.

Eat Snails With Sauce, and Get But 'Would Add Patrol Wagon and Kurt |
Plod Room for It Two Panda
Very Little News From
3
Are Available
Homs.

war broke oat.
Please don’t blame me for not writing
interesting details,blame yoor Uncle
8am, who says we must confine ourselves to iroit, vegetables, blue skies,
etc.— I can only let you know tho condition of my health,etc., which I trust
will always remain well.
I may have you send me about $100
later — you see I only have thirty dol
lars a month to use, and everything is
very high. The mess provided by the
es since the

Company is making

one’s home country. The caaaor i»
coming for the day’s collectionof 1stters, so will close with muck love to
all of the family, and an earnest pray*
er for their safety and well-being.

Lavitln,
name
Us E. Army Nurse Corps
U. 8. Army Hospital No* 3j
Address

Base Hospital No. 17,
American Expeditionary Force,

;

bp^bw.^

\

*•

t

PAGE EIGHT

>->

Holland City News

The Annual
ed
'$<*9

’<*9

HI
of

Begins

S<Ae

JAS. A.

BROUWER COMPANY

Oct. 20th, continues to Sat. Nov.

7th

1

^SS^S^ee^tS&t&^SSSSSS&'S^
fe
S ^
it!

this list

and consider

aSed?Ced Pnce- No S00ds he,d back- N0W IS Y0UR OPPORTUNITY. Get here soon, if you ^ont
saving opportunitywe are offering you. Below we mention just a few of the many Red Tag

ruh
Bargains.

the great

LINOLEUM

Kitchen
Cabinets

Linoleums
Large Aasortment^-Beautlful Pattema. Two yards wide, 50c
per yard and op. Poor yards wide 80c per yard and up.
Extra Special In
Remnants, containing
just enough for a small room.
$1.60 Value, Sale Price...- ....................... . ..... Mflo
$1.75 Value Sale Price ...............................
*1,35
$1.20 Value, Sale Price ..................................
...

Inlaid

lit'

Celebrated Sellers Kitchen Oabinete— all at

SALE PRICES

LENOLEUM REMNANTS

^

Remnants

of

.

Rugs......

1 Remnant 17 2-3 yds., regularg price $1.50 ............$1.05
1 Remnant 18 5-12 yds regular price $1.50 ....... ..... $1.05
1 Remnant U 1-4 yds. regular price $2.10 ............$1.43
One lot Brussel Carpet (as many yards as you want) regular
price $1.25, Sale price, 98c. All other carpets at reduced
prices also.

-

.

.

.

.

CHINA CLOSETS

At Red Tag Sale

A large assortment to select from ranging in price from
$2A0 to $35. SPECIAL— An all wood rocker, genuine quartered oak, made with easy, comfortable runners, during this
sale$ 4 AO value now $3.23..

1

A

large assortment ......... . ......................79c up
Odd lace curtains and odd pairs of curtains, also several
remnants in curtain goods, win be sold at one-third and onefourth less than the regular price.
Lace Curtain Ends, your choke at ........................
10c

’.

*

COCOA MATTS
Just in Season.

DINING ROOM TABLES

79c up

)

One Roll Fiber Matting, 48c value

Pull Carts

98c up

.........

Electric Lamp ...........
$5.86 up
Brass JanUnlers ........ .......................$1.35 Up

Bed Blankets

COUCHES

to 125.00.

...... 39c per yd.

at

Screen*— 25 per cent off.
Serving Table-One only, genuine quarter Sawed Oak, $15.00
8*le Price .....
$7.95
Special-IronBed, Springs and Mattress, all complete $16.24
Stoool Ladders—Special u .... ..........................
98c
Foot Stools— Special $2 values ......................$1.49
Cedar Chests ...............
$7.20 up
Iron Beds— White enamel, Vends Martin or Ox. Copper finkb, from ................
$3.83 up
Reed Baby Carriages .........
$12.83 up
Collapsable Carts ...... . ...........................
$5.18 up

*1

_

“

Comfortableand durable Douches, covered with Velour,
Plush, Black or Brown Spanish lint. Leather from $12.98

Extra Specials
—

large and beautiful line, to select from ranging in

up.

LIBRARY TABLES
Special one Oval Shape 48-in. Mahogany fln<«h beauti- '
ful design,a bargain at $16.50, Reg Tag Sale Price. . .$12.60
One lot Golden Oak Flidsk $12.75..... .............$9.98
One only, Quartered Sawed Oak, $10.50 now ....... $6.93
All Regular Stock at Reduced Prices.
.

....

A

Prices ..............$7.88 up to $35 a set

Rockers and Upholstered Chairs

Brussel Rugs 11-3x12 size, from....'. ..... ........ $27.98 up
Brussel Rugs 9x12 size, from .....................$19.98 up
Velvet Rugs 9x12 size, from ....................$20.98 up
1 Genuine Wilton, Brownish Oriental Pattern, 9x12, $66 value,
......................................... $43.75
1 Peerless Axminster, Beautiful Plain Green 9x12, $33.00,
now
............................................ $26.76
Wool Fibre Rugs, from ............................
$7.43 up
Our entire stock of Rugs at Special Red Tag Sale rices.

price from $11.98

Fumed Oak and Jacobean Styles

DINING ROOM CBAHtS

Rugs

now

Buffets

Quartered Golden Oak,
from $14.86 up.

(All regular stock at Reduced Prices also)

LARGE ASSORTMENT TO SELECT FROM

$9.48.

price $22.98.
One case 48-inch,10x36 beveled mirror lines silverware
drawer, genuine quarter-sawed oak, Colonial Design, $32.00
value, Sale price $24.43.

1 Remnant 11 yards, regular price 50c, sale price, .'i ..... 39c
1 Remnant 15 yards, regular price 50c sale price ............ 39c
Three rolls of carpet (as many yards as you want) regular
price 40c, sale price ...................... ............ 32c
One roll all wool carpet (as many yards as you want) regular price $1.25, sale price ............................. 89c
Two rolls, all wool filler, cotton chain carpet, regular price
95c, sale price .........
69c

Size

The largest assortment you ever saw. Special during
sale, 1 doz.-cottonTop Mattresses, good tick, while the last
$4-29. One lot all Cotton Felt Mattresses, during this sale

Genuine quarter-sawed oak case, mirror 10x30, lined silverware grower and other compartments, $29 value, Sale

Ingrain Carpets

Room

RED TAG

MATTRESSES

.........................95c

Lot of Rugs ..... ?:*, .* .............
........... 59c
Lot of Wool-Fiber Rugs .............................
96c
Lot of All-wool Cottage Rugs, $2.00 now .......... $1.39
Lot of Empire Velvet Ruga, $2.00, now ............$1.49
Lot of Oongoleum Rugs, size 22 1-2 x36 ............37c
One Lot Brussel Carpet Samples, sizes 27x54; makos a dandy
rug one and one-half yards long .................... $1.49 up

.Sale Pri^e

0

i Kitchen Cupboards ...............................
... J12.38
(1 Kitchen Cabinet Bases, White Maple from
$5.63 up

SMALL RUGS

Brussels Carpet
Lot

m?'dwn

**

KITCHEN CUPBOARDS

Measure your room, or ask us to measure them for you,
and g*t first choice on some of these exceptional bargains.

One
One
One
One
One
One

your

firs(

BED ROOM SUITES

Just a few of the
Suite

many we have. Complete Bed Room

SoUd Oak, Bed, Dresser and

bogany^

Chiffonier

$34.98. Beautiful MaRed Tag

piece suite. Bed, Dresser and CMffonter,

One Beautiful Old Ivory four piece Suite— Most BeautiSuite ever shown on our floor, One Suite only. Bed, Dresser
and CMffiodier, Toflet Table, Regular Price $199.25, Red Tag'
Sale Prica $159.40.
ful

One Old Ivory three niece Suite
Bad, Dresser,andCNffonier,RED TAG

SALE PRICE

$51.98.

Bed Davenports

and Comforters

One Special Davenport, Oak Frame, Brown Spaa Imti
Leather, Springs in back and Seat] Sale Price ........ $20.98

V

flLANKETS

.

A

I
at

' \

large variety of the Famous Klndel Davenports, all

RED TAG SALE

PRICES.

ed
A large assortment to

select

from

all

at special

Red Tag Sale

*9

Prices

Jos. A.
The Store That Saves You

Money.

Brouwer Co.
212-214 River

A\e.

The Store That Grants You Credit
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TO

HUISBBB <3

—

AROUSE

He's Patting Dp His Life. What Are Yon Doing?
ALL FOR THE
FINAL PULL

The Way To Make
Money is to Save It
SO THEY SAY. The way
best

-well, the
to come to our

to save it is

way we know anything about

is

BIO MA88 MEETING CALLED IN
CITY HALL TONIGHT FOB
THIS PURPOSE.

The Busiest

MIY YQm'

mm

Place in HolReputationof Holland for Patriotism
Is At Stake; Committee Asks

land on a Sat-

All to Attend.

to

urday Night

.Inspiredby the fact t^iat Holland yes-

is

terday came within hailing distance of

the Liberty loan goal, the city com-

The

First State

mittee went to work with renewed enthusiasm this morning and nothing will

be

Bank

undone to rpach our quota. But
no child’s play, as it means the

left

it is

raising of $.'{0,000a ,iay for three days.

This cannot be done by the commit-

Thi* speaks volumes for the
thrift and wisdom of tha people
of this community. It also tells
another story, and that is that

The

Bank

First State

toe alone; it requires the intelligent coj
j

operationof everybody in Holland. The
committee is asking for this co-opera- A
tion during the closing two days of the
campaign, and in order to provide some
tangible way of making the sympathy
MISS

LETTER FROM ACALL WANT A HUNK OF
OROSS THE WATER
THAT CITY BUILDING

is considered the logicalbank to

of the people of Holland practicallyef-

do business with by most people.

fective another public mass meeting
will be held in the city hall this even-

MARY VAN DOMMELEN

SENDS INTERESTING LETTER
FROM FRANCE

POLICE BAY THEY WILL WEED
MORE ROOM SOON AND SHOULD
BE IN ON THE STRUCTURE

___

ing.

We

and invest in FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS OR
DRAPERIES, the more you buy, the more you save.

Brouwer Co.

Jas. A.

f

The committeeasks everybodyto be Eat Snails With Bancs, and Get But Would Add Patrol Wagon and Mart
Very Little News From
Find Room for It Two Fund*
there, women as well as men. The comwhether it be large or sdaH.
Are Available
mittee asks thai all persons who have
Home.
May we talk with you about it f
purchased bopds be there; they ask
:
Already two funds are available with
that all persons who have%not yet purPeter Van Dommelen, the furniture
chased bonds but who intend to do so man sends in the following communi- which to build the $2,700 buildinghack
to be there; they ask that all persons cation from his sister, who is a U. 8. of the City Hall on the so-called hospitwho have not yet purchased bonds and Army Nurse in France. The letter be- al lot. The Board of Public Works
needs the greater part of the structure
TIE FIRST STITE
don’t intend to do so (if there are low is very interesting.
and the committee on buildingand prop
any such in Holland)to be there. In Dear Everybody:
erty will have a large coal bln placed
short, they ask everyoody to be there.
Received n letter today, the first one in under it for themselves.Of these
They request that all other meetings
in reply to the ones I sent from here. two city departments the Board of Pubgive this meeting the right of way, as
was done last week when the most suc- It certainly was a relief to know that lic Works pays $2300 and the general
cessfulmass meeting ever held in Hol- up to September 2 all the family were fund makes good for $500.
land resulted from such a policy.
The police department however is
well. All is well with us too, and we
Holland wants to report its full
are quite comfortable except for fleas now pricking up its oars and statee that
quota on Saturday night; if powible
this city wants to oversubscribe. But — and I wish I had some dog soap. We since the building will be buHt anyway
House and Lot on 7th Street that can’t be done unless everybody are having perfect weather at present, why not moke it so that the police can
gets into the game right noyy and helps but anticipatea cold winter, and with also utilize a corner of Itt
push and push hard.
The time is not far distant when the
coal at $70 per ton, wo expect our quarThat’s what the meeting tonight is
for— to show everybody how he or she ters to be rather chilly at times. I un- police department will have outgrown
C. P.
can help. There will be a good speaker derstand the soldiers are cutting wood its present quarters and when a patrol
and good music will be furnished.
now to prepare for the worst. 8o far wagon, an auto or some conveyance

welcome your

account

M

BM

—

FOR SALE

The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance

Company

_

Siftty:- For the wife and children, dependent mother, brother
or sister; in fact anyone who may be dependent upon
your earning power.
Service:- To your fellow men by taking care of your own dependents and not forcing them th depend upon the
charity of your friends and neighbors.
Sttiifictiia:-For yourself in knowing you have doneyo ur duty by providing comfort for those dependent
upon you and in your old age the same policy
will provide a pension for yourself lest you
might become dependent.

DISTRICT

BIGGB

AGENT

.

Zwemer

WILL GIVE YOU

C. A.

ENQUIRE OF

TOURNAMENT POPULAR
Luge Crowd

WANTED!'
Foundry Helpers, MachinGrinders, Laborers.
Ideal working conditions.

ists,

Good chance for advancement
Holland Furnace Co.

HOLLAND, MICH.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Present Wednesday Even
ing in the Palace.

W

20

"

.

NEW SUITS
PER CENT OFF

'cer ia getting the hospitalequipped tot

12,000 patients.

At the billiard tournament at the
Palace Billiard room Wednesday night
P. Schroeder defeated L. Daily by a
score of 75 to 73, and J. Turpstra won
over L. Hansen by the score of 75 to
30. Wliile these scores are perhaps not
very high, the interestin the tournament is great. The Palace was crowded
last evening with spectators and the
games aroused a good deal of excitement among the fans.
On Friday night the contest will be
by the following:
fowiujg Serier vs. Hooker;
and Meyer vs. Kamphuis.

Some

ment.
will have to

It

now

be added

From Our Regular Prices

Sale Is

Now

In Progress

entire stock of Fall Suits is

have the best assortment to select
the big savings.

ally will

from. Note

$22.50 Buita, now.;

-$18.00

35.00 suits, now

25.00 nits, now..

,.$20.00

86.00 suits, now.^.^..^.,^— 428.80

28.00 laita, now..

..$22.40

20.00 suits, now..

--------- ----- $23.50

30.00 Buits^now..

------------424.00

32.00 salts, now.. --------- $25.60

0100

suits,

now-

__

$27.60

428.60

---

------------

37.00 suits, now.

-----

-----

$28.60

39.00 suits, now..

431.20

40.00 suits, now..

-$3100

45.00 suits,

- i

Du Mez Bros.

now-

.436.00

"What

^

day for au officer to bring a prisonerto

of us are soon Grand Haven owing to the poor train

to be sent to the British front to help service on the Pore Marquetteand if
there until our hospital is in full run- an auto is hired it costs all the
ning order.

We

have visited many nearby

vil-

lages and an aviation field a few miles

out. About a dozen planes went up
while we were there. Wc hear them at
daylight sometimes. So far they have
been very friendlyones with one exception.

News is very scarce with us. We
a two page Continental copy of

get
the

way

from $5 to $H while with an auto owned
by the police department a run of three
hours over the pike would bring the officer back for duty.
The police Haim that with the now
hospitalstarting,and the incroaeed
growth of police business in Holland,
with the ever increasing motor traffic
that it is only a matter of a short time
before an auto will have to he placed '
at the disposal of the police depart- 1
ment.

“Chicago Tribune” which contains a
very meagre amount of cabled news
from the United States and a few clipping in a letter are much appreciated
by all. We run to each other with

—

AT

now on special sale, including the famous “Printzess” Suits, about which you have

Our

.

takes the greater part of a

-

»

to the depart*

The contention is that the now build- i
ing should be built to accommodateat
least four or Jive autos. The Board of
Public Works, it is said, will soon have
REV. J. VAN PURSEM 18 PRESENTa truck thereby to economizein the
ED WITH GOLD-HEADED
work of hauling city material about
CAKE.
from place to place which is now hired
all items of common interest—nothing done. Mr. Champion and City Engineer
Wednesday evening 55 members of is wasted or selfishly kept.
Uowcu have no placet for tb$ir poof,
the Men’s Adult Bible Class and the
The Y. M. C A. do so many nice “Lizzie’s” and these must stay oul
teachers of the Sunday School of the things for the enlistedmen, and if one in the rain.
Trinity Reformed church surprisedRev. has any money to spare, it would be
The police departmentshould have a
John Van Peursem atthe parsonage. a good place to put it. They not only place for their weights and measures
They were congregated in the darkened look after the soul but make the flesh outfit, their motorcycle, their lungmopari® when fhe pastor returned from comfortable as well. This unit has a tor, and a patrol wagon and such other,
a church meeting at about 9 o’clock.
moving picture apparatusdonated to other additions that the department
On behalf of the assembled company them by Mr. Henry Ford and one night may be compelled to add from time to
Mr. N. J. Jonker presented the pastor last week we had music, singing by a time. It is simply impossible that Holwith a gold-headedcane. Mr. Van quartet, and two reels of films in the land ’sgrowthwill remain at a standstill
Peursem expressed his appreciation in Y. M C. A. room. Sunday mornings and even now the work in the departa little talk, and later a violin solo was we also gather for divine services in ment is growing daily so it can be
given by Miss Jannette Jonker with same room.
readily seen that if Holland should sudMrs. Van Peursem accompanying her
Except for a few elderly and decrepit denly take a spurt ahead the police deon the piano. Herman Cook gave a pi- men, the male population is all soldiers partment will then be in such shape
ano solo and Van Lente Brothers sang in uniform and women run the tram that it will bo commensurate to tne
a duet. Talks were given by Prof. cars and handle baggage. The wounded city ’s needs.
Raap, Mr. Mulder and Mr. Schoon. go through this place quite often and
o
Luncheon was served by Mrs. VanPeur- the nurses pass fruit, cigarettes,paper GRAHAM A MORTON MAKING
sem assistedby ladies of the church.
$3000 IMPROVEMENTS
and pencils to them in the hospital
It is nearly six years ago that Mr.
THE HOLLAND DOCKS
trains. Nothing appeals to them quite
VanPeursemcame to Holland as the as much as the cigarettes. Some of
pastor of Trinity Church.
The Graham & Morton Transporatlou
them are so badlv wound, but they
never complain, ^tiss Halsey and I Company is making several good imHOLLAND BOVS BUT BONDS
are always knitting vests and wrist- provments at their docks la Holland.
lets for them. The next thing I do will Will Van Anrooy is placing new piles
They Axe Ahead at Camp Custer In be to knit leggins for myself, as my around the dock, a new floor is being
This Respect
underwearis far to delicate for the cli- put in the large freight depot, several
mate .we are expecting. Last week wc convenient changes will be made in the
Edgar Landwehr and Andrew Klom- walked in the country through miles of office departmentand when the entire
parens who have returned from a visit grape vines. Altho the natives say job is completed the changes will total
to Camp Custer at Battle Creek report they are not as fine as usual. We found in the neighborhood of $3,000.
that the Holland boys are a big ways a man gatherings his walnuts and purThe G. St M. Company has alwaya
ahead of the rest of the camp in the chased some by number. They eat them kept its equipment in such shape that
matter of making •subscriptionsto the
reen— at first we did not like them, its freight and oassenger service canLiberty Loan. The Holland men at
ut now we consider them a dfcinty not be surpassed.
camp hrfve taken more than ordinary dish. We are eating snails too, they
interest in the load and have been put- were served with such a delicious sauce
ting every available cent into it. As a that anything would taste good with— government is much better now, and
result they are winning something of a even worms.
we may be able to get along on if,
reputation at Custer for their patriWe always dress in uniform, indoors without extras altho we still have our
otism.
and out— that is an army order. It own tea, coffee and sugar. When you
saves ns a lot of money, and makes write be tore to use address I give you
life much more simple. We can do that in full, as the mail will reaeh me much
much more for the wounded too. Sun- more quickly. Did y011 0B® loHorf
day we were entertainedby a family of wrote to you about six weeju ago, GerThe Holland High school aluftihl foot Belgian refugees from Antwerp. They tie did not mention it.
ABA Aa
t
aamaAasb
Tell the children to write me soon. It
ball pliydfs are again making plans for are so homesick for their own country
the annual game with the regular team —and haven ’t heard from their relativ is such a pleasure to receive mail from
ode’s home country. The eeaeor ia
on fhanisgiving'day- This has become es since the war broke out.
an annual event and a very popular Please don ’t blame me for not writing coming for the day’s collection of letinteresting details, blame your Uncle ters, so will dose with much love to
one with the public.
The first meeting of the alumni will Sam, who says we must confine our- all of the family, and an earneet praybe held Friday evening in the locker selves to fruit, vegetables, blue skies, er for their safety and well-being.
room of the high school. At this meet- etc.— I can only let you know the conL0TiM^, ----ing the plans for the annual eonteet on dition of my health, etc., which I trust
Address name
the gridiron will be made. All alumni will always remain well.
I may have you send me about $100 Ua jS. Army Nurse Corps
who wish to take part in the game or
who are interested in it from an out- later— you see I only have thirty dol- U. 8. Army Hospital No. 3,
Base Hospital No. 17,
sider’s point of view are requested to lars a month to use, and everything is
an Expeditionary Force,
very high. The mess provided by the
be present at this meeting.

MEN SURPRISE
PASTOR OF TRINITY

Special Sale of

our real duties have not begun. At
present we have only about 80 American patients but the commanding ofti-

We

Say,

We Do.
We Do

Dor*

MAKING PLANS^FOR
GAME;
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Born to Mr. and Mrs. William Nien-

£

(SMUT NOT

j

SHOT WHILE ON HUNT*

PROPHET Y

time.

J

Mr. and Mrs. John Van

Tu«<t.y

zeelamd

MAOATAWA PARK

^

Unless something is done soon the
Attorney Thos. N. Robinson received a property owners at Maeataw* lake
Den Berg, charge of bird-shot in the side of his front stand to lose much thru storms,

,

"eCk

“d

«”d

,h0old'!r

‘ d,ed *“,t ”»"<>w margin from
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dams of Hoi- k06, The 8hot w*8
“

according to Mr. A. Noble contractor,

V

*
recoivlogit iohi.

who

v

iav

Dams.

-

COAL
BECAUSE HE
BUY

Another automobileaccident occur- STEALS
xea near Zeeland in which Charles 01'
•an and Henry Wierda, both of Zeeland received serious injuries.The tvro
CAN’T
IT
'men were returning from Pearline
when the accident happened just cast
“I am compelled to dispose of this
of Zeeland on Ver Hage’s hill The
case
according to law,” said Justice
bright lights of an approaching automobile caused Mr. Olsen to turn hh Dickinsonof Grand Haven Monday

I

and children from the discomfort and in extracting an exploded shell but he
finally extracted it and he thought be
the downrightsuffering.
put the gun on “safety.” The
He told the court that he had made
.
. ,
tht rounds of tbo coal dealers repeated- *” tbe b<"“ ‘Te s0n’6'rtl“t at “ >»«

i

°'
“

but iu each ease he had been ua-

Jas. 1. Brauwer Co.

washed out, so that only some 300 feet
of it is left in the stretoh from the
bath house south, and also stretches
of tho walk north of the bath house
have been damaged.

tage of Judge

*“ the eX*TC‘

C,“,e

the cot-

McDonald of

Grand

Rapids, and the cottage of Mj. Adams.

eral days, powerless to guard his wife cranky- Go°d bad had some difficulty

ly,

is at work putting mat-work on

Morgan of Cambridge,Mass.*

^r

go.”

vice-

;•

The wound was a bloody one but not
According to Mr. Noble the follownecessarily serious unless infection ing cottages are in danger of serious
should set in. 1^ not, it is expecte: damage by the first severe storm that
that Mr* Eobin80n wil1 he ahle to be comes along: ExcellsiorCottage, Avon,
out again in a few days. The shot was Seven Gablfes; and the property of the
taken out by Dr. Winter, Dr. Boot and following has already been damaged:
Dr- Kools. In view of the fact that the Joliet,the cottage of Mr.' Merrill
Mr. Robinson has an unusually strong of Grand Rapids, two cotUges of Dr.

is

Emerson Bouwens;

Wfif —

the sea-wall ana concrete walk put in

J

-«ar off the north side of the road. Aft- morning, as Isadoro Valente of that con8titutionand is in practicallyperer leaving the road, the roadster turn- place, charged with stealing coal from fect health all 13 in favor for a speedy
ed over twice and landed on top of the
^wo occupants, injuring them badly. the Grand Trunk yards stood before and complete recovery,
Robinson and John Good and Ha>iy
Mr. Olsen was injured about the back him. “Tho sentence of this court
and is confined to his bed, while Mr. that you be Confined to the county jail KniPe went ouk
ducks in Big
Wierda escaped with several bruises for one day, and your time is up. You Bay0Q* Qood’8 Zun had been giving
about the faca and arms. The roadster
may
him trouble. He was sitting in the mid*
was badly smashed. The driver of the
Isadoro Vanlente has been watching dle 0f 1118 boat, a tublike affair that
other machine did not stop but sped on
ii» way at a fast clip.
his family suffer wifh the cold for sev- 90metimcs ahows a disposition to be

<

p

at a cost of $25,000 have already been

r

1^

President,

•••;

the wave*. In fact large atretohea of

™

-

k^d

Se'rL^mrr
_______ rm

Miss Jeanette Henkens has returned
to Grand Rapids after spending a few
<laya at the home of Mary Brouwer.
The pupils in the eight grade in the
Zeeland Public school have organised
abasing the following class officers:

tiSjf

Pur«lj accidental, the lake front to protect the resort
property against the enefoach&tatof

J»y H. Den Herder, eldest son of Mr. land spent Sunday with their parents the result of a combinMion of a balky
Mrs. C. J. DenHerder of Zeeland,
‘will open a law officein the rooms over
Ar?n8*
gUn, a cra,,ky boat and other unfo''
the Zeeland State Bank Monday. He
The
“waa graduatedfrom the University of
days at the home of K. Schemper and ru8hed to 8h(),re where 'ho wa8 g*®®
Michigan the past summer, and was D.
enough to walk to John Good ’s automoto the bar early in Septem¥rsAr?c^
Bot,r and daughters, Jessie bile. He was rushed to Holland and
i*r* •MWog oath before Judge Cross.
'Since the dose of the college year be
to, Dr,\wtoter’*
has been in active practice at the ffice several days at the home of Rev and ;*'ked
ffice' wher® h® collapsed,although he
r Bruir.oogo.
IJ-..2
___
___ _______ .a ___ ..
•f Diekema, Kollen & Ten Cate at Hol- Mrs. J.
did not lose consciousness at any time.
land.

AT

L^e
V.l^IfdeVrM
® the Waukanoo side Friday morning

'wicSef Brouwer ha* returned *rom
Boaverdam Whore he has been working
for a short

News

WAVES DESTROY

Mr. and Mr^George Nien-

I

City

Mr. Noble declares it as his belief
that the old-fashionedDutch mat-work
system is the only practicalone to hold
back the heavy seas. He is of the opinion that tho concrete sea-wall method
will not do it; that no perpendicular
wall will do it because of the constant
vibrations,unless so much work is done
on the job that it would come to $100,000 or perhaps $200,000. He thinks’ the
sea-wall was as substantial and strong
as it could be made under tbe circum
stances.

Now On

Don't Forget To Attend.

‘he 'iUch‘T*•

“V*” BENEFIT OF GROUP
INSURANCE SHOWN

^

president,William Van Loo; secretary,
successfuliu securing fuel, tho he was
aVe bel°
Ver Plankq and treasurer, Harwey Amsink. The eighth grade pupils ready and willing to pay for it. His I nn* 0, tbe b°“ 01 “ m‘r have bee”
some other movement not noticed at
wife and children suffered considerathe moment. The slfbt caught Robin,he
bly when the weather turned cold, and

i

Zm%Ve&y.;a

In February 1917, Poole Brother* of
this city, together with their Chicago
M. Terpstra of Oakland con- Sunday he determinedto do what he
A
. * »
Office, took out a Grqup Policy with
<luete&±he services at the Third Chirsthe Aetna Life Insurance Company of
had never done before. I. had come .»
3iu Reformed church Sunday.
Hartford, Connecticut, in the amount
a
place
where
fuel
and
comfort
meant
'
"
Mrs. Arthur Weber of Jackson, is
of $200,000 for the benefitof their em___
Tiaitingaat the home of her parents, more to him than the consequences. ----- ---- --ployees.
^Cr.^nrid ?tr9. G. Van Hoeven on East
Out in the railroad yards near his away the Bhot would hav® 8Pread and
Before the end of the first year there
street.
appears an example of the operation of
home
be saw carload, of coal. With
Mmfn
t‘b'X,
Vtuarterly meetings will be held at
this voluntaryaction on the part of
Robinson’s hunting coat was badly
the Free Methodist church Friday, Sat- him it was like the case of the
Poole Brothers. One of their employeient
Mariner”
with
“Water,
Water
|
torn
at
the
shoulder
and
the
wound
urday and next Sunday services will
ees, Miss Cora Cook, died on Oct. 6th,
bo held Friday and Saturday at 7:30 Everywhere and Not One Drop to looked like an ugly one on first view. 1917. Miss Cook had been working
.-ana Sunday at 10:30 a. m. and Drink.” Just « few chunks of \h«t
WP»d to row the boat for them only since February, 1916,
,,
ashore and kept cool. Mr. Good was but in accordancewith the terms of
” 7:30 p. m. Rev. H. D. T. Goffin will K.
black
pile
in
the
cars
would
keep
himfrantic
about
the
accident and the two
have charge of the services.
the contract was insured for $200. Her
Mis* Theresa To- Martin Bouwens self and his family warm. So at 3 companions lost not a second to get parents are now in receipt of the
. and ’Abe Bouwens expect to leave on o’clock in the morning he slipped out the injur®d man to a doctor for imme- Aetna’s check for this amount.
’ .'Thursday for Adams, Ncbr. after
This is the first claim under tho polto the yard, .ad picked up a couple of
‘'Spiffing a few weeks visiting with
icy and therefore is the first to bring
chunks
of coal from the
Bobinson
1
'
Bobinson to his home in his dosed au- out vividly its benefits. Miss Cook did
relatives and friends in Zeeland anr
Just as ho was about to slip back I tomobile.
vicinity.
not die during her working hours and
-o
OfficerJack Spangler discovered him
tho incident shows that the employees^
and placed him under arrest. Valente
of Poole Brothers are covered no matc
adriiitted that he had taken the coal
GRAFfiCHAP
ter whore they are as long as they are
and made no effort to defend himself
in the service of Poole Brothers.
i
against the charge. His story was deJ. Buucher lost one of his horses.
o-s
Mrs. Frank Girard has received a
fense enough, as it developed.
. Henry Rigterink died at the home of
letter from her daughter,
Mrs. H.• M. Janitor Gets Easy Chair from
Mva
o
Id* daughter and son-in-law Mr. an!

_

son.

*
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Wm. H. Vander Water, who for the
bell of

ope church has nod delegated that
duty to his son, G. Vander Water, also
ph‘

.

ALL BUT THREE
VOTE FOE NEW

BOAD PLAN

bail.

™
of

the

^

9.9.

"Qakl

-.rV-011 Center one day last week
with lys touring ear. This is nothing

out

h-1 »aftlr returnin* he found
that his truck was out of order so

<ne loaded his touring car

Lt
John Klomp and

cIiITTe

with twelve

ZTJnl
De

t0

Nick
Witt were
the delegates from here who attended
the Sunday school convention hold in
Holland last Friday.

.Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brandt of
-Jameotown were visitors at the home
i»f tb^ par^ut> Mr'
Brandt last Saturday.

and Mrs.

M.

I

People, Society met for
-tbe^rst time again last Wednesday
^evening. Thursday evening all the
wnaaberi will attend the Alliance meeting in Zeeland.
Henry Wolcott of Battle Creek spent

S*VveeS:'W’

^

Roelofa of Kalaare visiting with their relatives

The continuedwet weather of
-i

/ the

-iwe week* is hard on the farm-

who

Many had fiugured
them with a machine but

raise beans.

Saf* Deposit Boxaa to Rent at Low Coat
Audits mada of books

munldpalities,
corporations,Anns and individuals

of

.
mi™

_

»
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NOTICE!

Farmers

Merchants

You will receive a call within the next fcw weeks frofn one of our
collecting infonnation.for
the new'.Farm Journal Directoryand

Road Map of your County- This
las,

is

men

Numbered

not a County History or a so-called At-

but a practical andjcomplete Directorysuch as every city has.

We want

to be sure that your name, location on tbe map, and a Idt of

other information |for which our'men will ask are correctly given. Will
you please give them the facts'when they call? They will
bout the Directory, how

it

may be

you

tell

secured, and all courtesies

all

a-

shown them

will be greatly appreciated.

WILMER ATKINSON COMPANY,
Publishersof The Farm Journal, Philadelphia,Pa.

Local Manager, M. E.Straup, 824 Murray

Michigan

Bldg., Grand Rapids,

®

FEDERATION HOLDS
QUARTERLY MEETING

The

Electric

Way

Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, Bat-

to

tle CreeK,

Jackson and Detroit

Fast and Fraaiunt

?
i
*°
wa.
(

PROVES THAT CARE
OF TREES PAYS

—

permanent roads. These roads will be
built of concrete and will be 16 feet

M. Bohl, fruit man of the north side
declares that it pays to take care of wide.
fruit trees. Mr. Bohl, though in the
The new appropriation will not be
fruit business on only a comparatively
all expended upon one stretch of road
small scale, is making good at it on bis
but will be put on several trunk highfarm north of the lake. When he took
ways. Three miles will be built on the
hold of tho place in 1910 the orchard *
Holland-GrandHaven road, one and a
was run down and many other people in n
quarter will be built on tho Hollandthat neighborhood cut their trees down z
eeland road; one mile onNhe Hollandth*“k,ng tl,at they were worthless.
Maeatawa road; one halfmile on the
Mr. Bohl on the other hand went in
Spring Lakc-Coopersville road and one
for spraying and for scientific care of
quarter mile on the Grand Haven-Mushis trees. Most of them are 56 yean kegon road.
old but they have responed to care as
Of
f the road appropriation made Fritho they were forty years younger.
day, the commissionerswill make a
Some of the finest snow apples in this payment <Tf $15,000 on the new bridge
part of the state are being grown on
at Eastmauville.
the Bohl place, and as proof of this
Mr. Bohl has placed in the window of
the Vaupell k Aldworth store a half a
market basket full of specimens of his

WILL BE ONE OF
UNCLE SAM’S FLYERS
Mayo Hadden, son

A HAMILTON

WOMAN

Mrs. John Kronemeyer,jr., went to
Allegan to the John Robinson hospital
where she underwent an operation for
gall stones. There were a hundred nnd
fifteen removed. The operation was
performed by Mr. O. H. Rigterink of

impossible now. One farm- Hamilton and Dr. Smith of Grand
a mile eaat from here has 20 Rapids. Mra Kronemeyer atood the
in the ground yet to pull.
operation well and is doing nicely.
>

Send for, Blank Form of WH and Booktot
on Doscant and Distribution of Property.

Semen

neufra^^re

Par'”'*'Mr' fruit.
The aervicesin our church next Suu^ay will be led by Rev. Kuiper of Ny-

Mr. and Mrs. Bert

ai your Executor. It will take a real human interest ia yoar affairs and at
the same time your Mtate is assured of tbe combiaed wisdom, business
experience and good judgment of successful men, togetherwith absolute
iccunty, without the limitations to which an individnalis subject.

ast 17 years has tolled the

—

T.

£

Congregation

of this city.
As a keep-sake and to show their appreciation the congregation presented
the aged but spry sexton with a beautial authorities. Koostra 's case came apfa tidal wave at Yokohama. Mrs. Veen:o:
ful easy chair, so that the evening of
for a hearing in the federal court in photon writes that if the vessel had
his life may be spent in comparative
DRENTHE
Grand Rapid, before 7udge ScB.ion. ,bee" ^'7".°^ , ,caworthy il ease.
.
t
,. would almost certainlyhave gone down Although resigning his church posiMrs. Peter DeFeyter of Holland, vis- Thursday and it was immediatelydis- in the typhoon.
tion he will still remain the sexton at
missed when Koostra produceda birth
ited at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Pilgrim Home cemetery. In fact the
DeVries one day last week.
certificate proving beyond a doubt that
duties at the burying grounds have beMass Marie VerHulst is spending
he was beyond the draft age limit.
come more arduous each year, and as
-few days at the home of her brother1
this
living grows,
city
-----city
— J of
— — the
—
V *• the
k •
Koostra was arrested in July on the
Mr. And Mrs. Henry VerHulst of Hamof the dead on Sixteenth street
reet grows
ilton.
charge that he was within the draft
in proportion, so that now iit takes a
Mr. and Mrs. Rollie Nyenhuis are age on registration day and since he did
At the session Friday Ihe board of sexton’s constant attention.
». Where
the proud parents of a baby boy.
not register it was charged that he supervisors took a step forward in the formerlya few hours a woek was all
The Misses Johanna Van llaitsinaj made himself liable to arrest, It was building of roads which will shortly
that would be required it now takes all
'and Jennie Nyenhuis were Zeeland vis
claim at the
time that his naturaliza
.......
araliza- b® followed by many counties in Wes- of a man’s time.
atom Saturday.
For this reason as much as any, Mr.
Gerrit Mkst who was taken ill with tion papers would be produced to show tern Michigan. Convinced that the
Vander
Water felt that he should,de'appendicitissometime ago is improv- that the charges of the government county was spending a groat amount of
vote his entire time in order to keep
ing.
were correct. He had a preliminary ex- money needlessly in the construction
Pilgrim Home in the shape that it
C. Ver Hulst made a business trip to
ainination before United States Com- 0* good roads of a temporary nature, should be kept.
‘Grand Rapids last week Tuesday.
Misa Reka Kamps entertained her missioner Arthur Van Duren and pas tk® members of the board w<^c almost
a unit in favoring the plan to hereafter
-Sunday -aehool class last week Friday releasedon
'evening at her home. She was presentKoostra immediatelyset about se- build Ui® highways of a material which
ed with a beautiful umbrella. Many curing the necessary evidence to show would withstand the increasing traffic,
«amM were played and an enjoyable that he was beyond the draft aare at
.
The Federation of Men’s Adult Bievening was spent
the time of the registrationon JunJ LhJ^irjre °nl/ tbr*e vo‘e8 aga,n,8t
ble classes met Monday evening in
^Gerrit HaHsma made a trip to Mon- 5. Because of the unsettled state
P an/ and CUriT'J
the Fourteenth Street Christian Reterey and returned with a wagon load navigation and also because of the sus- Isaac VaJ lMc^tht
*1 formed church. There was an attendof apples last Saturday.
Zeeland ba8 had more^an'it/lre ance of 325 and an interesting. prbgram
Mjh .Hattie Kamps' and Mr. John Knanythof
was given. C. De Koster, president o:
Doze man of Oakland were united in whether 7belUgerent or
°“ th® T/i °f th® Coun|J the federation,presided. Rev. H.
marriage Tuesday afternoon at the viewed, this was no easy tasklx But 5^UnCi
?nd th? 8?nt,ment *n
confret« road8 is supposed Hoeksema conducted the devotional
the bride’s parents. Rev. Monday of this week he finally received vf
exercises ami a men’s quartet furnish
8krong* The other two voted
Terpstra performing the ceremony. his birth certificate from the Nether I
land This showetl that i.e
aga,nst the plan were Supervisor Veld- ed music. Al Vegter furnished a solo.
*be*r bome on a farm Aiiffnat
The principal -speakerof tbe even‘
011 man of Blendon and Supervisor Tripp
Trioo
August 22, 1886.
of Robinson.
ing was Prof. L. Birkhoffof Grand
Thomas Beyer and Jake Mast jour- • Koostra was formerlycitv Marshal
At the session the board of supervis- Rapids who spoke on the subject “The
aey«4 to' Battle Creek last week Wed- of Zeeland.
ors passed the bill recommended by the Taoernaeleand Its Furniture.” Rev.
neaday, callingon Joe Mast who is in
draining there.
road commissionersfor an appropria- H. J. Veldman offered the closing
paryor.
E. K. Lanning made a business trip
tion of $92,000 for the constructionof
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Graad Rapids, Miehicu
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Veen8chotenanoouncing the safe acMrs. J. Bussies. Funeral serviceswere
WAto
of the Veenschotensin Yokohaheld Tuesday at 1 o’clock at the home
ia, Japan, after a stormy voyage. Bev.
*wt Overisd.
|“n‘l Mrs. Veenschoten, Reformed
marriage license was issued to
Ottawa County s single draft evasion church missionaries on their way to
-'3&ke Garvelink of Fillmore and Jennie
prosecution has fallen through and the mission field in Amoy, Chica, left
^Van Dyke of Laketown.
•'Clarence Stegink one of the boys Leonard Koostra of Zeeland has been Settle on Sept. 14. They passed thru
' who left for the training camp at Bat
freed from all stigma of being a I f
ia th°
tie Creek, spent Sunday with his par“slacker” by the United States Feder-L-erecaught in fftyjhoou thTJaSed
ents here.
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HOLLAND MISSIONARIES

v/

The Michigan Trust Go

of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank W. Hadden, who enlistedin the
aviation service last summer, has completed his course of instructionat the
University of Illinois Aerial School
He spent a two days’ furlough with his
wife and family and will leave for the
Maneola Aviation camp on Long Islaad.
Mr. Hadden expects to embark for
France soon. In cose this plan goes
thru he will Complete his training as
one of Uncle Sam’s flyers on the American Aviation field in France.
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TO SHOBTEN PIKE
BY TWO IDLES

Passenger Trains
Limited All

t'n

ay-

Every Two Hours

Freight Trains
Lv.

Holland 12:00 noon, delivery at Detroit next
morning

Lv^ Detroit at noon and reach Holland the next

noon

The board of supervisorsapproved
of the recommendationfor shortening
the West Michigan Pike between this
city and Grand Haven by two miles.
The first mile of the new work wiH be
done this year and tne second next
year, while the pike road i» being concreted. The plans colled for building
the new line parallelwith the Pere
Marquette tracks by following it from
the Stone school house on' the Beech
Tree road instead of crossing the railroad at that point. The new plans will
do away with two surface railway
crossings which are always dangerous.

STANDARD BEARERS MEET
Monday, evening the Standard Bearers of the M. E. church met at the
home of Miss Elsie Gowdy. The following program proved to be inspiring and entertaining: devotional exercises, Wm. Hawk; vocal solo, Mm. J.
Phmkken; missiohhry book review, Miss
Clara Coburn; piano solo, Mrs. Carl
Shaw; «tory\'‘ Heroine of the Firing
Line.” Miss Joan Potts; vocal solo,
William Jansma; mystery box, Miss
Elsie Gowdy and violin selections by
Perrv Weed of the Mallach School of
.
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The most complete stock of

Watches
IN THE CITY
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steel-swept trench, the stiffening
^a.r^s^11P' worse. For you for whom we go,
you millions safe at home— what for
K

-

you?

,i^kWefslia11

We shall need care. We shall need
clothes for our bodies and weapons for our hands. We shall
need terribly and without failure supplies and equipment in a
stream that is constant and never-ending. From you who are
^eliaHee. who are the. heart and hope of that
humamty for which we smite and strive, mud come these
things. Buy your country’s bonds. Buy them, today!
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... TJle United States Government Bonds of, the Second
Liberty Loan of 1917 are investment made safe for the
people. They are in the highed possible sense a security of
the people, by the people, for the people. They can be had in
denominations so low and on such terms that virtually every
citizen of this nation may share in the benefits they bring and
the purposes they serve. They are today the safest possible
investment in the world.
.
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Buy your country’s bonds. Buy them,

as the
As your duty to

mainspring of our holy endeavor.
the cradle and yohr fealty to the tomb, buy them.
Buy them, today!
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so that every reader of this paper
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France. He has won another stripe
Knacr

udw

maMarek.

1107.

¥

M

That she might help her brother and
to win
:the war, Sarah Lacey Tuesday purPhased from her own savings account a
#100 Liberty bond.
f&e Lansing State Journal prints a
(fnt.of Charles W. Martin, former clerk
of Hotel Holland. Martin is now manager of the Wright Hotel at Alma,
llich., which is being enlarged.
At the congregationalmeeting of the
Third Christian Reformed church of
2oeiand it was decided by unanimous
ballot to extend a call to Rev. D. R.
Drqkker of Kalamazoo, to become their

Edward Wendel, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wendel of Cadillac,and former resi
dents of Holland, underwent an opera
tion for the removal of his adenoids
and tonsils in Grand Rapids Frida
Reports are that Master Edward witi:
stood the operation nicely and will be
able to return to his home by the first

^

Potatoes 30 cento a bushel.

Mr. Ver Schure always took an ac- It was C. A. Bigge’s faithfuldog who
We are pieaaeu to sec uat the. Be*
After a lingering illness in the tive part in the life of the community. probablysaved him from injury in a puui.cuua ux Aueguu coumy, have
He wu city treasurer at one time, a fire early Wednesday morning that .ionium icd ear. ovuu nippuix ox Gramcourse of which he frequently rallied
xo,r lM omce 01
member of the police, board, president gutted his home almost completely
to resume his active business duties,
of the Chamber of Commerce, member etroying it. The dog pawed at the very ereuitoox/ uunug tue past two
O. Ver Bchnre died Mondny morning at of the board of education, member of door when the smoke from the blase
aua no certaimy deserves re-elcc5 o’clock at his home, 162 West 12th the bonna board. At the time of his mede it uncomfortable for the animal uuu. •
THIRTY YEARS AGO , ~
death he wu a director of the Grand in the hall and the nolle of this woko
street. Mr. VerBehure had boon very
Holland uty e growtn and present
Haven State bank. He wu at one time up Mr. Bfggt who wee staying in the
seriously ill for some time and his treuurer of the Michigan State Bank
..... . t th. time.
death was not unexpected.
era’ assoaciation and he took a deep
eaed
the
door his retreat had already cny m auortu awoad as a "booming,
interest
in
this
organization,
attending
With the death of Mr. Ver Schure
its meetings ia many parts of the been cut off by the flemes and the only Whfn'"
one of the best known bankers ia Holstate.
way of eacape was to jump off the upTWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
land not only but in Western Michi-Mr. Ver Schnre was born Oct 25, staira back porch to the
v VVlli bLtreur» an e®P‘0Je »t *u»g* muhngan puses. His whole life wu devoted
1851, in Krsfbbendyke,Province , of
The ho»« -» U. prop.,,, of P„o,
tb matters financial and he wu looked
Zeeland, the Netherlands. He is sur Dalman and is located at 19 East 15th iiqj.
7
upon u one of the sonndest men in vived by a widow and four children,
street. The fire appears to have starta.
Steketee
hu
taken
up
the
plank,
his professionin this part of the state. two dsughtera, Mra. A. L. Cappon and
ed in the basement,according to the aule-waik in front of hia store and will
firemen, altho the exact cause seemi replace it wia an ubestine walk.
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ground.

of next week.

to be in doubt.

By the time

it

•'

TWENTY YEARS AGO

was

William Dear

discovered it bed gained tueh a head-

way that practicallynothing inside

hu

sold his hay and

Eighth street to Tost

feed store on

Klomparens.
The marriageof William Balgooyeii
and Miss Nellie Kent is announced. The
house of Harry Ten Brink, next door, ceremony will be performedby Rev.
Jacob Graber at the homrof Mr. and
wu also somewhat damaged.
The alarm wu turned in at 3:10 and Mra. J. Zimmerman on West Eleventh
St. next Wednesday evening, Oct. 20.
the fire department mado a fut run
Nicholas Hoffman and Miss Cornelia
with the new fire truck. Everyihlng Kardux w«re married at the latter *
that could be done was done but the home on the Lake Shore on Tuesday by
flames had got a big headway. How- Kev. G. H. Dubbink.
ever thev were gotten under control
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
after a hard fight and the house
Mis*
Genevieve Beery of this city
not totally destroyed, although the loss
is about as great as if the place had and Lonia Skeels of Muskegon were
married at Grand Haven Tuesday by
been wiped out completely.
This was the second time the new Bev. Father Maim.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Nies on
Are truck has been put into use since
it was purchased, but the first time it Eight street yeeterdav; a daughter.
was for an unimportantfire. WednesTEN YRAXRAGO
day morning ’s blaz» was a real fire
B. B. Champion of Chieag^harbeen
and the truck proved its usefulness as selectedto succeed L, N. Boisen as city
a fire fighter.
electrician.Mr. Champion cornea highly recommended,having been for soma
time in the employe of the North Shore
10 GIVEN A SURPRISE
Electric company in Chicago. He ia.a
could be saved. Little more than the
shell of the house wu left, and the

wu

held Friday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. R. N. DeMerrell, Mrs. E. J. Blek-

kink, preiding. Music

DOG SAVES HIS MA8TEB ™BA* YOU HAW IN THU PAPS*
FROM FIRE DANGER ********* ****

de-

Owing to the frequency of hobos in
town that have made a practiceof beg
ging from door to doer. Bturgis,Michigan has made it a rale to nse them now
on the street cleaning force. Any hobo
found begging will be given a job. The
lira. Emma Villinger hat returned first hobo to diaeower the fact lit out
from Fremont where she has been the after he had had his breakfast at the
foeet of Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Esveld.
city jail. No dodbt that hobo will
John J. Rutgers and son Russel give that city a wide berth in the fu
went to Grand Rapids on business tare.
Wednesday.
Boys from Camp Custer and other
Dr. A. M. Seip who has been visiting places who were, on a week end furMr*. D. Blom has returned to her home lough visitingtheir friends and rein
lives in Holland, are: Gerrit Vos,
in Portland, Oregon.
Don’t forget the Easter Star Baked Teunis Prana, John Kobos, Ray Vander
Goods sale at Coster’s Photo Supply Berg, Jack Riemersma,Wilson Diekema, Simon Den Uyl, Pieter Zatlos,
Oo. Saturday, all day.
Luke Waldering and Hoyt Post. PriA class in physical culture for girls vate George Verburg from the can
will be started in the high school un- tonmet in Indiana is also here for a
the ‘direction of the supervisor, Miss few days.
Karr, Thursday.
The meeting of tie W. C. T. U. was
all other ’little girls’ brothers

elected vlce-preeident of tjie institu-

'

Miss Jennie Stefcetee, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. B. Bteketee,returned FriutlJO per reer witk t dlaoooDt of iOo to day night from New Salem, N. Y.,
jpoyin* inedTeaoe.Beteeof AdTerUBioi
where she spent the past five months
i known upon eppUeotlooat the home of her brother, Rev. John
Steketee.
red
eeoond-olMtBatter at the poet
at Holland. MloUcaa.
tktMfcel

attes

LONG ILLNESS tion.

and is now a corporal Twiner is well
known in Holland.

BM«.. Mfe Miwt. HoUttl Mlo*'

M

u ^s’s-tVi.-V

Otto Kramer. At that time he was

dies

thur Twiner is still in the trenches in

B«ot *

v.*-

was

furnished by Mrs. Champion and Mrs.
Kooiker. Representative G. W. Kooyers gave an address on “Whose Child
in Law.’’ The hostesseswere Mrs. W.
A. Cobb, Mr. O. D. Bottume and Mrs.
C. Markham. Several guests were present.

The annual fall .meeting of the
Young People’s 'Alliance of the Classis
of Zeeland will be held Thursday evening in the First Christian Reformed
church at Zeeland at 7:45 o’clock. Rev.
jmator.
H. Hoeksema of Holland will be the Through hia connection with the State
. ifartinus Jonkman has sold his principal speaker. A social hour for
Bankers’ associationhe wu known in
.•house on West Fourteenth street to the members of the Alliance will fol
many parti of Michigan and his advice
low
the
program.
cHrv N. Van Zanten.
wu always looked upon with respect
A
letter
arrived
at
the
Holland
post- Paol Rynbrandtof East Drenthe was
the (piest of honor at his home Monday office Tuesday a. m. addressed to Lin- in financialcircles.
1ft being his 79th anniversary. A large coln Misner, care Holland City News.
Mr. Ver Schure ’s banking career be^dihner was served. Covers were laid Must be some old friend who does not gan in the old private bank eondueted
know that Mr. Misner, who was -ore-

.

j

graduate of the Unieraity of Iowa,
Friends Vlllt Peter Wlorsum on 18th 26 year# old and married.
The death of Lambertut Fris occurrBirthday.
ed Monday morniag at the age of 60
ye«ra. He came here about 18 yearsMiss Jeanette VerBehure, and two sons
A surprise party wu given Tuesday ago from the Netherluds. He at first
Jacob and Andrew.
etarted peddling oil natil
»*tu about
njont seven
Friends of the late C. Ver Sehure evening in honor of Peter Wiereum, the
Jl newswere given an opportunity to view occasion being his 18th birthday. The
spent
spentwith music and stand he has operated ever since,
.....
the remains on Thursday. The funeral evening
o-—
•Wien
.
presented
will be a church funeral and the re- games. Mr. *Wiersam
with
a
beautiful
aignet
ring.
Those
mains will not be shown there, but can
be seeu from ten to one o’eloek this present were M>. and Mrs. Klein,
for 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Wjm. Eding, Mildred
afternoon at the home.
v Positions were furnished to 10,359 man and local'editor job printer and by J. Van Putten in the building now There will be a short service for the Smith, Marie Moes, Margaret Scheerdevil on the Nqwb 32 years ago, left occupied by the Fris book store. Later
- jpersons through the state’s free emhorn, Mona Coombs, Marie Tubbergen, The people of Holland will have aaployment bureau during September, ac- Holland thirty years ago and the last this bank developed into the Holland relativesat the house at 1:30 Bev. M. Henry Mulder, William Strong, Jake other opportunKy to take advantagepf
Flipse officiating. The nublie funeral
cording to State Labor Commissioner heard of him was while he was in
Chy State bank of whieh Mr. Ver at the Third Reformed church will be Plulm, Harry Aldas, and Andrew Beg- the night schools conductedunder the
Seattle 25 years ago.
^Plotcher. Of this number, 9,349 were
nerns.
auspices of the board of education.The
2 o’clock. Those takig part there
/men and 1,010 women.
A patrioticrally was held Monday Schure became the ruhier at the time **
school is making announcements now
will be Bev. Fliose, Dr
[)r. Vennema and
•
night at the Second Christian Reform- of its incorporation.For thirty-nine
of work offered. Coursei will be given
. . A# very nleaaant social function wa?
Dy. E. J. Blekkink.
ed church in Zeeland. Among the years he was connected with this bank,
in ^book-keeping, penmanship, short_rtftWe* reception given Thursday evening
All the local banka are closed this
speakers were Private William Taylor, and at the time of his death he was
hand, typewriting, and there will alio
. Hope church to the teachersof the pubafternoonout of respect to the late
of the Canadian army. A. LaHuis prebe connes in dressmakingand milUa-...Jiis schools. The reception was in the
viee-president.A few years ago he
sided
and
music
was
furnished
by
the
dean cashier of the local banking in..-Hope Church parlors. A luncheon was
On
the
occuion
of
her
seventh
birthretired as cuhier, giving way to Mr. stitutions.
Ottawa oand.
The classes will be held in rooms 308
served. -C* M- McLean gave
talk
day anniversary little Lorreen Hamii,
and 809 of the high school building on
Hjkjfhofning the teachers to Holland. A
The Star of Bethlehem will hold a
171 College Avenne. entertained a num- *donday, Wednesday and Thuwday
, -ladies*quartet sang and Mr. Page gave baked goods sale on Saturday of this
ber of her little friends
Tueiday Evenbven*
ends Tuesday
evenings from 7:30 o’clock till 9.
•^^jolo. Mrs. George E. Kollen gave week at Coster Photo Supply Store.
ing. As a birthday present her father
. .....
^reading...
The Chapter has purchased two Liberty
presented her with a Liberty bond, and
ARRIVE IN CALIFORNIA
Bonds
and
also
have
made
pledge
to
the
guests
also
gave
her
muy
beauti** • ©*; Charles Hatfield of New York -in
rJhe annual meeting the of C. E. ful presents. The rooms were decorathi addriss before the North American the Bed Cross Work and for this rea»
Rev. and Mra. P. Moerdyke arrived
son they solicit a share of your patronety of the Third Reformed chnreh ed with fogs and colored lights. The
"* Wberculosfsconference at Baltimore,
at their winter home in Pasadena, Oal.^.
age
and
co
operation.
They
will
have
People
of
the
North
Side
who
have
ladies
who
served
were
Mrs.
O’Leary,
d**y
evening
the
Yellowing
officers
'states that there are 2,000,000persons
They spent ten days on their trip West,,
Mrs. Willink ad Mra. C. Van Zylen.
-» the 'U. ‘8. suffering from the on sale Saturday all sorts of baked been much bothered by having -their were appointed:
visiting Buttle, Portland, Ore., San
goods
which
will
be
sold
very
rea- fruit stolen from trees that havt - President— Dens Muller.
Those present were: Jeanette and
'disease. He advocated an intensivenaFrancisco and Santa Barbara, Cal. Mr.
sonably.
Frances
Willink,
Bose
O’Leary,
Marbranches
overhanging
the
road
call
at:
Viee-Pree.—
Milton
Yam
Dyke.
tional educationalcampaign, the proper
Moerdvfce writes that the weather isSee ’y— Jean Brinkman.
tha and Mary ShmUski, Both Collins,
tention to the followiag answer to a
~ care of wounded and discharged soljust like June at Pasadena and people
On Thursday, Nov. 1, President L. Public Pulse question in a recent issue
Esther Collins,Juanita Cobb, Esther
Treaa.— Neil Weersma.
diers who come back from the front
there are eating fresh strawberriesand
H.“Alfred of the Pere MarquetteRailof the Grand Bapidb Press:
Chr. of Committees—Lookout, Benj. Cronkwright^Marion Cronkwright,
and' that the medical draft boards refresh vegetables from their gardens
way, and assistant General Manager
Marion
Blake,
Bessie
Schonten,
Jean“The
owner
may
prosecute
those
Yak
Lente;
Mission,
Wm.
Koppenal;
ject all men who have tuberculosisevnow.
A. L. Grandy and a number of the ofwho who take nuts (or fruit) from his Prayer-meeting, Sena Kooiker; Flow- ette Smith, Gertrude Van Vyven.
en in an incipientform.
ficers of the company will be in Holtrees or pick them up. The crop from er, Frances Van Putten; Music, MarThat there is a penalty for wilfully land on their third annual tour of in- the entire tree is his, even to branches garet Meyer; Good Citizenship,B. B.
Quantico, Va., 10-15-17
throwing glass upon anv highway is spection of the lines. The party in- that overhang another’s land or a pub- Champion; Social, Anna Tietsma.
Dear Farents and Kids
proven most conclusivelyby Section 11 tends being out over the lines for ten
Well when you get this letter I will
lic thoroughfare. As a general rule the
The electionof officers was followed
Chapter 1 of Acts 283 passed in 1909. days. Here is a chance for a thorough
owner of property abutting on a public by a “bust” furnished by the loser of be on my way. so tell all the kids that
In substances it reads that it is unlaw- inspectionof Holland’s beautifuldepot
road may nave such an appurtenant use the two teams that engaged in a friend- I write to and if yon get a chance to
ful for any person willfullyto dace and an occasion for the Chamber of of the road incidental to the full en- ly contest during the summer. The have my address put in the Sentinel as
upon any path, or sidewalk appurten- Commerce to out a flea in the ear of
joyment of his own property ae does Blues lost to the Beds. The program we will be too busy to write and be
ant thereto any glass, metal, stono or the officials tellingthem that $1,000,•
not interfere with the superior reason- consistedof a piano solojiy Amelia Sy- sure and let -them known because I’d
My other substance which will be dan- 000 in freight goes over their line ev- able use of it by the public. Unless Wasaink; reading, Margaret Muller; feel out of place if I missed getting
gerua to pedestrians,animals or ve- ery year from Holland and that Hol- modified by ordinance the rule is as violin solo, Edw. Steketee; remarks, my Sentinels because its just as good
bides. The act states definitelythat land was promised a depot before Mus- true of a city street as of a country Neal Wiersma, captain of the Blue,
as a letter to me and far more newsy.
BOthing shall be placed on the road kegon or Muskegon Heights -and a road.”
o
We thot we were going Saturday sure,
Which mav Injure or destroy pneumatic great many more facts that we might
but ut around all day heavy . marcho
o.
a.
mention.
tiref. The penalty for such a crime is
ing all rolled and then they passed the
SOt less than $1 and not exceeding
word ”no go”, but today they took
The Rev. A. Livingston Warnshuis,
With an addition of costs or ten days \n
IS
our “sea -bags” so we haven't only a
D. D., who was intending to sail for
Barclay,
Ayres
A
Bertsch
of
Grand
the county jail,
few clothes left and we arc eatlngrout
China this month, has been compelled
Rapids, through its well koown and of our mess kits. Well I’ll have to
to
delay
his
departure
until
the
latter
Miss Both Mulder was a Grand R>‘P'
popular talesman Harry Barbour, has
A change has been made in the busi- contributed $50 towards our Hospital quit u I’m pretty busy but don’t worpart of December. He will be in New
Ida visitor Tuesday.
That is ,
ry because I’ll be back and think of
ness arrangements of the Klaasen Fund.
A. Peters of the 5 and 10 cent store York the remainder of this month and
all the things I will have seen and yon
Printing company which will take efthrough
November.
Hisaddress
is
25
They say that they have enjoyed a needn 't worry because I ’ll take care of
Your Plain
we*t to Fremont Wednesday.
fect Monday. On that day Cornelius
East 22ud street, New York City.
very fine business in Holland and only myself and try to do what's right.
The evenings on which night school
Klaasen, brother of Gerrit Klaasen wiio
Mrs. Alida Prins, who probably is has been conducting the business for regret that they are not in a position
classes will be held are not Monday,
Your loving son,
to give a larger contribution,bnt they
the
oldest
resident
in
Holland,
will
Wednesday and Fridav nights, ns anNOMAN COBB.
many years, will join the firm, making are being called upon in Grand Bapnounced, but Monday, Wednesday and this week celebrate the ninety-fourth the company a partnership. Cornelius
73 Co. 6 Bed U. 8. Marines,
ids for other charities to inch an exanniversary of her birth. She was born
Thursday nights.
American Expd., Force,
Klaasen will take charge of the office tent that it is all they are able to do
VcP. M. New York City
The Lincoln School P-T club will in the Netherlands, came here in 1852, work while Gerrit Klaasen will give at this time.
THOMAS, GEISTERT ft CO.
o
•
bold the > first meeting of the year was married by Dr. A. C. Van Raaltc his whole attention to the mechanical
Thia shows a very fine ipirjt of
Thursday evening at 7:30 o'clock. in the old log church, an,] has lived In departmentof the business.
FOR
SALE
AT
A
BARGAIN—
A
.10co-ppe ration and will surely be greatly
Michigan Trust Bldg.
Prof. E. D. Dimneut will give the ad- Holland and vicinity for 65 years.
Cornelius Klaasen has been living in
room house with bath, hot water
appreciated by onr people.
Desnite her age she ‘is in fairlv good
Grand Rapids k
dress. ...
Detroit for a number of years where
heating,system. Lot 59x110 ft. cor
health.
he was engaged in business. He is now
College avenue and 14th St. Call
Donald, the infant sou of Mr. and
Frances Smith
quick. if you wish to snap up a barHunters and trappers must bear in again making Holland hia home, having
Mrs. G Terpstra, died at the home, 290
Muskegon
moved
his
family
to
this
city.
gain.
;
Inquire
Michigan
Trust
Co.,
E. 14th street. The funeral will be mind that it is unlawfulto take
A days’ absence was granted the trustee, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
:o:
held at 1:30 o’clock Friday. Rev. E. J. skunks, muskrats, raccoons, minks, or
Zeeland Boy Scents Tuesday and inPOOR HOLLAND FAMILY
foxes until Nov. 1.
Tuuk officiating.
stead of reciting their daily lesson in
IN DIRE NEED; PLEASE
Mr. Martin Flipse, Mr. John Dc
RESPOND QUICKLY school, they wore found oat on the
Bruin and Mrs. Anna Kivekkcboon, Thomas N. Robinson is improving
street*, in the homes, and in the work
rapidly
from
his
injuries
and
will be
who were in the city during the illness
A poor Holland family in which shorn taking part in the specialLiber»nd death of Mrs. John Verhulst, have out again in a few weeks if improvethere are six children under twelve ty Loan Campaign being condocted by
returned to their homes in Cedar Grove ment continues at faat as it bas.
years
of age are in dire need of assist- the Boy Scouts of America from Oct.
Wiaeohsin.
Miss Emily E. Bold returned to her
ance, especially in the line of shoes 20 to 25. Under the slogan “Every
home
in
Zetland
after
having
spent
a
H. Oeerlings attended a county
stockings and clothing. Anyone wish- Scont to Save a Soldier,” house to
convention at Decatur, Mich. Twenty- few days with her ctosin Miss Ella W.
ing to contribute can cell Mrs. Oscar house solicitationswere made by the
five yean ago Mr. Oeerlings was the Prins. Miss Bold will leave fpr Palm
Nystrom, 377 Lined Avenue or Phone Scouts. The Scoutawere equipped with
paetor of the Presbyterian church Beach, Fla., in the near future.
tioh blanks
blanks especially
espe
Oititens 1739. The Sentinel wishes to numerous application
Mr. 0. A. Blackmoro will come to add that Mrs. Nystrom has personally prepared for the eampaiga and also
there and this is the first time he has
returned to the place in that time.
Holland next Tuesday evening, October done much for this family and with with a useful manual Issued for 4he
Her. and Mrs. H. J. V el dm an, Mrs. 30. Mr. Blackmore is assistantsuper- the assistanceof a few of our eitixeai Boy eout Camoaign by the trewurv deTennis Prins, the Misses Jennie and intendent of the Rescue City Mission thr children can be made comfortable partment. Beports of the number of
Bluedird “Cinderella” Rupert Julian and
Alvda Prins, Klaas Prins, and Herman of Grand Rapids. He will speak in for the winter.
bonds told during the campaign will be
Pklai motored to Battle Creek Tues- the Third Reformed church.
handed to ScontmasterFuehrer Friday
Ruth Clifford 5 acts and 1 act comedy. r
day, visiting the cantonment. When
Two new patrolmen have been added
and it ia thot that several will toorit
they arrived they found that the gov- to the Grand Haven police force, makwar service emblems, jrbicb are awardfrifcy# “Freckle” Louis Huff
Pickford
ernor and. Mate official day had to be ing a total of four men on the police
ed to eaeh Scout, who secure* Liberty
;•
6 acts, Extra
_
beat and giving that city adequate no* — *--- * on account of rain until
Loan subscriptionsfrom members of 10
. They however saw 6,000 nce protection, night and day for the The young girls of Holland are
or more differentfamilies during the
.
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NIGHT SCHOOLS

orra goussks

GETS BOND AS

BIRTHDAY PRESENT

a

CANT TAKE FRUIT

OHUBOH SOOttTY
ELECTS

FROM THE OVERHANGING BRANCHES

—

OmOEKS

—

LIBCRTY

-

-

BUY

mu

NEW MEMBER

BONDS

GIVES

TO HOLLAND HOSPITAL

ADDED TO

FIRST

PRINTING FIRM

DUTY

•

•
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ZEELAND BOY 800UT8
SELL LIBERTY BONDS

PROGRAM
FOR THE WEEI AT

THE STRAND
h

; j

YOUNG GIRLS WORK

good.

and Jack

FOR RED CROSS

do- ^

§

for Waeo, Texas and

it

vrae'the most joyful lot you ever saw.

Smiuvdmy, “The

present.

G. J. Diekema who has been conLast week Monday night about 11:30 fined to his home by illness for three
a large touring ear drove up the walk weeks is improvingrapidly.
of the Voorhees Dormitory, a dark figMr. and Mrs. John Toren left Monure stepped out of the machine and day for Palm Beach, Bprida for the
ascended the steps. A voice in the winter. Roy Toren wflr conduct the
ear failed out, “Lena, have you got bowling alley on West Eighth street
ft
yonr cake and key?” The aforesaid during the winter.
Leaa replied that ehe had both. There
waa a noise of a reversing lever and FOB SALE — A lot of good second-hand
the ear backed off the campus into
furaiUire to be sold at a private sale
id. Now the question Is, Who is
at the home of Bev. Adam Clarhe 110
East Eighth street.
-Hope College Anchor.

Zrr.Coonl,hhe.ce.d4^.W0^

n

of the high school made 75 pieces of
snrgicaldressings for the Bed Cross in
the city hall under the direction of
Mra. Huntley and Mrs. Markham. This
orgalzation works for the Red Cross
every Tuesday afternoon.
The Civic Circle girls of the W. L. C.
an organisation in charge of Mrs. F.
Pifer, works every Saturday night for
the same cause. Satnrdav night at the
City Hall they made 28 pieces of sursieal dressings under the direction of
Mrs. J. F. Boiwerman.

Beautiful lie”

_

Fred Nelson 5 acts

and Drew comedy.
.At

their cession Monday, the

Ottawa

Bond

of Supervisors voted to continue
the preaent system of paying the sheriff a salary instead of running the iail
under the fee system. SheriffDornbos
will receive the same compensationas
heretofore. The board is Highly pleased
with the way the Jail hu been conducted. by Sheriff Dornbos daring the

1 act

“The Onconqured” Fanny

and

Ward and 1

act

comedy.

r/Taw&of the Bear” Bessie Barescale 5

hu

lut year. The*hobo evil
been
sqnelehedpretty effectively,and the
unnecessary expenses of the office have
been kept down to the

5 acts

it “The Clodhopper’^Charley Ray,
Keystone comedy.

acts

and

1 act

comedy.

aj

Holland City

’
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9
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WINDOW, INTEKDSD AS
GIFT; 18

SENDS LETTERS
OITT’S ANNUAL IX>C
MEATLESS DAT
MXHOBIAL
TO FARMERS
TOR’S BILL IS $50,000
IS OBSREVED IN

Bj a itrange coincidence the window
giren by John Bertich, formerly eon

-

> RESTAURANTS

' W. H. Orr, manager of the Citizens
The people of Holland spend nearly
Telephonecompany, has sent out 300 $50,000 a year for medical fees, which
circular letters to the rural subscribThe Holland restanrantsTuesday obis a little in excess of four dollars for
ers of the company urging them to
served meatless d«y and the lovers of
take an interest in the Second Liberty every man, woman and child in the the juicy steak were unable to seLoan and to purchase bonds.
city. This amount does not represent cure their favorite dish at the local
It is admitted that the rural sections what illnesscosta the people of the
eating places. When the meatless day
are hardest to reach In this campaign
city a year, but only what it costs the was first instituted in Michigan tho
because of their natural isolation, aud
Mr. Orr has devised this as one way people in actual doctors’ fees. Over local restaurants did not entirely cut
of helping the committee to reach these and above that is the money spent on meat from their bills of fare on the
sections^ The farmers as a general medicines, for nursing services, and so theory that if the people of Holland
about treaty feet while its width rule are prosperous and their response
across the three sectionsis about seven to the Liberty Loan appeal should be on, to say nothing Of the loas of wages wished to show their patriotismby
occasioned by sickness.
going without meat they could order
feet. It has been placed in the audi- a liberal one, Mr. Orr believes.
>
torium on the west side of the church,
:o:
These interesting figures were brot non-meat
feeing Barclay avenue N. E. The cost
But
the
restaurant
men
have
now
out in an able paper on “Medical So
OF
of the wndow is said to be nearly
dtd Progress ” read by Dr. A. Leen decided to comply with the request of
LINED
$•,000.
hoots before the Social Progress club the government and not serve meat
Many cases are on call for the No- when it met Tuesday evening at the on Tuesdays, thus helping some person
GIVE
vember term of circuit court. Among
be patriotic. Instead of the meat
home of Dr. and Mrs. A. T. Godfrey.
SOLDIER’S
them are a great many Holland cases.
various substitutes wore furnished
While
four
dollars
a
year
per
capita
On Monday evening a miscellaneous
The case of “Polly” Bliss charged may not seem very much, said Dr. Tuesday at the local restaurants.In the
nbower was given in honor of Mrs. A.
morning at breakfasteggs were the
Timmer, by the Misses }iinnlo and with attemptedassault upon a married Leenhouta,it should be remembered
popular substitute and at dinner at
Cora Vande Water. Mr. and Mrs. Tim- woman from Bravo, named Bose Miller thin sickness tax is not spread equally
noon various kinds of fish, macaroni,
mer were the principals in a military will be tried. Others cases are: Joe The class of people that can least afeggs and other articles of food of that
wedding which took place at Battle
Damveld, bartender at Stone’s saloon, ford it usually have the most illness nature were offered to take the place
Creek last Wednesday. The bride went
and hence the burden falls heaviest on of steaks and roasts.
to Battle Creek armed with, a martriage charged with selling lisuor to a minor them.
Wednesday the restaurants observlicense issued in Ottawa county, and is on call; Wm. Diemer, the obstreperDr. Leenhouts declared there should ed wheatless day. Instead of white
the Commander of the Company was ous blacksmith of Zeeland; Bert Eding
be more organixation in the medical bread they will offer their patrons rye
prevailed to give the groom a furlough
and Herman Kuypers, who were al- profession and more socialisationof bread, corn muffing graham gems and
]<>ag enough for the young folks to hie
medicine. He eaid the present system other things in which little or no wheat
themselves to a pastor in Battle Creek, leged to be fishing with five others
of medical practice is wasteful^ from flour is used. In the morning the
aod the affair came off in true military near Scholten’s bridge last summer
the point of view of both the public breakfastfoods not made of wheat
style. z'
and rounded up by Deputy Game Warwill bo a specialty.
The evening was spent in playing den Dick Homkcs. Five of the seven and the profession. The public cannot
get the expert serviceit deserves when
games and music. The bride was the charger have already pleaded guilty
every doctor is a free lance, working
recipient of many beautiful gifts.
independetly of all othdr doctors,and
and
paid
fines.
Those present were the Misses
The case of Lizzie Jappinga against the physcians have no opportunity to
Kate Massa, Marie Sief, Helen £eran,
Hazel Alexander, Mrs. Henry Karsten, the Modern Woodmen asking for ^nsur specialize.They have to give so much
Anna Helmink, Jennie Kuyers, Mrs. A. ance money on the life of her husband attention to inessentialsthat they can- The first match game of the Comnot find time to become expert in es mercial League was played Monday
Timmer, Minnie and Cora VandeWatwho was killed at the Graham t Mor- sentials. He advocated centralising uight at the Central Bowling Alleys,
er.
phyaiciana in all cities sothat the pracPrizes were won by Miss Helen Ze* ton dock, by being squeezedbetween
between the Warm Friends and the
ran and Anna Helmink. Consolation two interurbanears while making a tice of medicine would become a social Holland Candy Kitdhen,resulting in
service rather than a business.
four wins and one lose out of 5 games
prises weing won by Mias Kate Massa
coupling,will be aired in circuitcourt.
:o:
for the Holland Candy Kitchen. Alaim Fern DeFeyter Light refreshments
The famous sidetrack right-of-way
tho the result seems one sided, all the
were served and all left at a late
case between the Holland Analine Co.
hour reporting a good time.
u&es were closely contested. The
FOR
Tafin Friends had to play a substitute
and Frank M. Webber will be heard in
one of their star players being out of
Judge Cross’ court at this term.
The service in celebrationof the
BENEFIT
There are a great many more cases
The feature of the evening’s play
four
hundredthanniversary of the Be
and everything is ready for the openTHEIR
was consistent bowling of Harry
It is possibly not kpown to many ing on November 5 of the regular fall formation to be held in the Third Be- Bronkhorst, the captain of the Warm
Holland people that 300 men, some term. The jury will report for duty formed church of thia city on Thursday Friends. He earned off the honors
married and some single are identified November 12, when the criminal calen- evening, November 1st, promises to be with the high score of 255 and also
with Holland Arie of Eagles. The men
of great interest to the people of Hoi- the high average.
The next game of the league will be
belongingto this organization a
Belonging
are a dar will be called. The cases as classlan and the aurrounding country. It^
class who work hard every day and ified will be as follows:
>layed Wednesday night at 8:15 bespend their evenings in recreatio
recreation at
Criminal, 19; civil jury, 12; non-jury will be preceded by sermons and ad- tween The Knickerbockersand P- 8.
the Eagle Hall I in clean pastimes,
____ f ©me 12; chancery contested, 16; chancery dresses on the subjects appropriate to Boter Co.
— :o:
playing billiards or pool, others cards,
default, 16. There are eight divorce the occasion on the Sunday before.
or the player piano. The Eagles’ hall
The
leading
address
at
the
anniveralso contains a library of a few hun- suits in each division of the chancery
dred volumes and all the popular mag- calendar. Cases in which no progress sary service will be given by Dr. M.
IS
azines and leading newspapers, includ- has been made for a year, 11. The cal- Kolyn, whose pdsition as Professor of
ing the local papers, are found in the
HistoricalTheology in the local SeminThe CommercialLeague composed of
endar is as follows:
reading room. This room in particular
ary suggests and qualifies him for this well-knownbusiness players on Eighth
Criminal
is always popular and found well filled
People vs. Otto Blasen, larceny; Poo. part. He will be followed in three ten street, Tho KnickerbockerCigar Co.,
with patrons.
i. Wm. Diemer, resistingofficer; Peo- minute addreeteeson related subjects Tho Holland Furnace Co., The Holland
The Eagles have recently purchased
ple vs. Thos. Scott, statutory rape;
a fine hall on East Eighth street. This
by Bev. H. J. Veldman, of the First Candy Kitchen, P. S. Boter Clothing
*eo. vs. T. A. Minor, wife desertion;
hall will be convertedinto a congenReformed church. Professor J. E. Kuiz- Co., will play a series of bowling 'games
Peo. vs. Bert Eding, illegal fishing apial gathering place for these 300 of
enga of the Seminary, and Professor L. to last till about the first of the year.
peal; Peo. vs. Herman Kuyper^ illegal
Holland workers.
H. Eyme, of the College. The last nam- The games are to be played at tho CenMany are strangers who come to fishing, appeal; Peo. vs. George Gild- ed is an ordainqd minister of the Luth- tral Bowling Alleys Monday, Wedneiner, violation liquor law; Peo. vs. 8i*day and Thursday nights. Everybody
eran church.
seek employment in our local factories
mon
DeKoeyer,wife desertion;Peo. vs.
and thru the Eagle medium they are
In the city of Grand Bapids, and all is invited to witness this eonteit. The
able to form an acquaintanceship in Edward kW. Bucher, violationKquor over our country this importantanni- first game to be played was on
law; Peo.; vs., Joe Damveld, violation versary will be fittingly observed.The Monday, Qet 22 at 8} p. m. The Hoithe
?
Soon the city will be dry with the liquor law; Peo. vs. Amber Fletcher, great historicalevent to be commem- and Candy Kitchen vs. The Warm
indecent liberties; Peo. vs. Peter F.
rest of the state and at that time there
orated concerns all Protestant people Friends of the Holland Furnace Co.
Pfstelsted,assault with intent to
will be still more calls for meeting
and it is from it that the Reformed
rape; Peo. va. George Bliss, assault
places of this kind conducted of course
churches, or Churchesof the Reformawith intent to rape; Peo. vs. Erneat
along the lines that are prescribed by
tion, ddrive their name.
Kohlberg,murder; Peo. vs. W. H.
TO
law.
Boulton, assault and battery; Peo. vs.
This organization will soon put on

reeled with the Gappon-Bertach Leather Co. which waa unveiled at Firit
Methodist church, Gr. Bapids Sunday
was in the nature of a memorial as a
result of the recent death of Mr. John
- T. Bertsch.The order for the window
placed about ten months ago with
Tiffany's in New York.
The window of beautiful stained
glass, is in three sections, each with a
Gothic arek at the top. In height it is

Good News for Our Community
TUT WILL INTEREST
Tie Sick til Sifferiif

COMING BACK FOR
ONE DAY ONLY

'

meals.

......

COURT

CALENDAR

g

UP

SHOWER FOR

BRIDE

CANDY HEN DEFEAT
THE WARM FRIENDS

SPEAKERS ARE SECURED
CELEBRATION

EAGLES WILL HAVE

FOR
NEW HALL

I

—

-

NEW BOWLING LEAGUE

ORGANIZED

R'turninc Once •

DR. IRVING
Will again

-

o
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SANDERS

visit Holland, Michigan,

and

Bay

will be at Hotel Holland, (Parlor Suite)
on the 6th day of November, 1917, for ONE
DAY only, Tuesday, Hours 9 a. m. to 8 p. m.

(Sty*,Mich.

holding a Dispensary Clinic for all his patients having appointments and

him. Dr. Sander, is too well known to most
to need any introduction except to newcomers.

other, who may want to see
poople in this locality

Having practiced medicine in mo.L of its branchesfor more than 45
yeara in Michigan, he is known from one end of the state to the other
as a great Medical expert in the Diagnosis and Treatment
Diseases of MEN, WOMEN and GHlIfiTHBN.

The hundreds
and be

of

Chronis

of chronic sufforea cured give testimony to the truth

convinTd ^

** S°“e *nd Ulk

to othflM y°u

wUl

No matter how long you are ailing, or what the nature of your ailments are, how many doctors you have seen, or what has been done for
you. Go and see Dr. Sanders. Your visit will cost you nothing, and at
last you will meet a man, grown old in the zorvice of humanity, honest,
upright,sincere, qualified, well recommended and able. He will examine
you thoroughly and scientifically,thus diagnosing your case and tell yo«
just where the trouble is and what to do to get rid of it.
Dr. Sanders treats

MEN,

WOMEN AND CHILDREN afflicted with

Chronic Disease, only, that' is to aay, diseases of long standing.If yoa
are now in the care of your family physician,and he is doing good work
do not come and take up his valuable time, as in that case he will aot
see you. If he can help you, he will tell you so, and give you such treat-

ment, remedies and advice as will restore you to perfect health. If your
case is not curable,he will give you such advice as will relieve and
prolong your life.

CONSULTATION and EXAMINATION

at this visit is FREE.

aay

YOU

will be charged only with the actual cost of the treatment required to
affect yotir cure, which at all times will be reasonably

moderate. Uadar

no circumstances will be lake a case for treatment that cannot be cured.
This ie not a scheme to trick you out of your money, not a O. O. D.
snare or anything that is not strictly ethical and according to law.

and be convinced, and

Come

find at last that you are not hopelesslydoomed to

suffer for lack of expert medical skill

and knowledge and that you may

obtain perfect health for less money than you spend on patent medicine.

NOTE:—

If you have pain in the back bring a two-ounce bottle of

*

urine for chemical and microscopical examination and analysis. Miaora
without parents or guardians not admitted to examination rooms. Calls to
private homos $10.00. Consultation with physicians by appointment
only. Remember the date. Hours, 9 a. m. to 8 p. m.

The Michigan Trust Co., Receiver for

•

Graham & Morton Line
CHICAGO STEAMER
DAILY SERVICE

city.’

GRAND HAVEN
MAN ASKED
FAT
FEES THRU COURTS

E.

Month

Leave Holland at

10:00 p.m.

Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Leaves InterurbanPier 10:30 p.m.
Leave Chicago at 7:00 p.m , Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
Leaves Chicago Sunday

10 p.

m.

Day Boat (Saturday only) leaving Holland at 9:30 a m.
a benefit play that is attracting con- Abram Nederveld, wife desertion;Peo. Park Townihip is Afraid that
vs. Johannes Huyser, felonious assault.
Day
Boat Leaving Chicago at 1:30 p.m. (Saturday only)
siderable attention. “The Elopers”,
It Will Blow Away CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BRINGS
Otvil Cases, Jury
at the KnickerbockerTheater on OcSUIT
AGAINST
HOTEL
The right is reserved to change this schedule without notice.
HenriettaKunzie vs. “John Nibfeetober 30 and 31 is a play that comes
, .
link; Enno Yonker vs. Henry Bibbink;
There is a good deal of sand in Park
hghlv recommended. It has 100 in
Suit has been started by the Grand
the cast and has drawn full houses Daggett Canning! Co. vs. Peter Hook; townshipand because of this fact the Haven chamber of Commerce against
J. S.
Local
Carrie Munn vs. Albert 8. Gage; in tho people there ara concernedabout the
wherever it has been staged.
George
Gildner, proprietorof the Gildtownship’s
blowing
away.
They
want
The Holland Eagles deserve the good matter of the estate of Jane Brock, deLocal Pkoaet:
Chiu go Dock: Fori of Wibuk At
ceased; Pauline Buet vt. William FYee- to prevent this, if possible, and have ner hotel for the amount of his subWill and patronageof our citizens in
man;
Valley
City
Milling Co. vs. A. appealed to the board of supervisorsto scriptionto membership for the years Chixeni INI, Bell 78
behalf of their new hall project as it
Ckici|o Phone: 2161 Cerinl
ending Oct. 1, 1917 and October 1,
Stock hill; Lizzie Jappinga vs. Modern takd steps to keep the township nailed
is thru these mediums that a- great
1918.
It
is
alleged
in
the
declaration
many men who are strangers here at Woodmen of America; Cohn Goodman down tight.
Co., vs. Peoples Savings Bank of Grand
At a meeting held recently in the made by Louis H. Osterhous, attorney
least have some place to congregate
Haven;
RavtuonQ
and
Fr&neska
Somschool
of DistrictNo. 2, of Park town- for the Chamber of Comme?ce, that
which at present is not available in
mers
vs.. Fred Lehman; Albert* Niet- ship, a resolution was adopted which Mr. Gildner subscribed for eight memthis city and but for this fact their
ering vs. G. B. G. H. & M. B’y.
was handed to George E. Heneveld, berships of $12.50 each for three years
stay in Holland would be lonesome inCivil Oaaca Non-Jury
supervisor of that township, and D. H. amounting to one hundred dollars per
You will receive a call within the next few weeks from one of our
In "the matter of the. petitionBf the Ohristophel, for presentation to the year. He paid $100 for his membermen collectinginformation for tho new Farm Journal Directory and
city of Grand Haven vs. Nicholas D. county solons at Grand Haven. This ship for the year ending October,
Numbered Road Map of your County. This is not a County IHitory
Vyn; CorneliusBoosenraad vs. John resolution, which explains itself, reads: 1916, it is alleged,but refused to pay
Spyker; Milton Kraft vs. Fred Flagcl;
“Whereas the blowing of sand is a for the year ending October 1, 1917
every’city hasAt “' but a Practicaland complete Directory such as
Peoples State Bank of Holland vs. Ma- menace td drains, roads, and farming for which $100 'is claimed to be due;
this with the amount claimed to bti
We want to be sure that your name, location on the man and
The old Helen Tavlor which saw ar- rinus Van Putten and Frank Dyke; lands therefore be it resolved that the due October 1, 1918, is tho basis of the
rtttsburg
Plate
Glass
Co.
vs. Veit Mfg. Board of Supervisors of Ottawa County
of °fSer information for which our mep will ask are correctly
duous -service as a forry boat between
suit for a stated amount of $200.
given Will you please give them the facts when they call They
Lodingtonand TaylorviHe In the nine- Co.; Judson Grocer Co. vs. Herman take a concerted action with all other
This item at least shows what a
will tell you all about the Directory, bbw it may be secured, and all
ties has again changed hands. Last Brummel; Elke Terpstra vs. Cornelius counties similarly situated to have a great many Grand Haven men must be
courtesiesshown them will be greaty appreciated.
Semdema;
in
the
matter
of
the
estate
law
passed
with
a
view
to
prevent
such
week the boat sold by Capt. Peter
doing in support of their chamber of
Peterson of Marinette to Peter Venne- of Jacob Kuite; Charles D. Watkins menace, and that they be asked to incommerce. Think, Holland has a
WILMER ATKINSON COMPANY
ma of Menominee. The Taylor is 56 vs. S. C. Schrimger, et al; Jennie Han- struct the County Clerk to confer with membership fee of $3 per year. No
kamp
vs.
estate
of
Peter
Van
Oost;
other
county
clerks
to
havo
the
reprePubiohers of tho Farm Journal, Philadelphia,Pa.
feet long and 30 feet wide and on
wonder Holland has no capital to work
account of her peculiar dimensions West Michigan Frniture Co. vs. Straus sentatives of the differentcounties with after paying for a feed.
Local Manager,M. E. Straup, 324 Murray Bldg, Grand Bapids, Mich.
support a law to prevent such blowing,
was dubbed the “pumpkin seed.”.For Rein strom, a foreign corporation.
Ohancary Oaioa, Contested
by making lancT owners responsible
years the craft was a familiar sight in
Ira A. Cole vs. Frank B. Cole, set where the blowing endangers drains,
east shore waters and has been known
to weather many terrific storms. She aside deed; Mary Liptak vs. Lottis roads, other farming hinds, or any
has made Holland Haibor -on many oc- Liptak, divorce; Holland Analine Co. other method to control such danger.”
casions. She was built in 1894 at vs. Frank M. and Annie Webber; J.
M. Cook vs. Grand Haven Baskdt facGrand Haven,
Holland’s Military Wedding
Peter Yennema is a former Holland tory; Gordon E. Dudley vs. Thomas
Was Quick Affair Saturday
man and is a brother of President Olley, et &L injunction:Lillian D.
Meyer, vs. Frederick C. Meyer divorce;
Ame Yennema of Hope College.
Anthony Klinge vs. Jennie Klinge, diTho war preparations are teaching
vorce; Walter H. ClaA vs. Orna Bob- some, young men to do things in a hurHOSPITAL
inson, to quit title; -Nellie Hoev^ vs. ry as was shown Saturdaynight when
IS BIG
Dick J. Hoeve, divorce; Frank and Holland not only enjoyed a military
The Hospital Benefit given Tuesday Minnie Glowaski vs. Elizabeth Miller wedding hut one that breaks all recevening by the Woman's Literary and May O’Brien; Eagle Ottawa ords for doing things in a hurry. ApLeather Co., va. Jake DeHare; Heavy parently all preparations for the event
club was a success in every way. AlWebber vs. Hattie WAber; Jennie had been made with true military pretho the returns have not yet been to- Terpstra vs. Alke Terpstra, divorce;
cision and the event came off like
taled up, It is known that a tidy sum Joseph Stein vs. Felix Wyowski; Mag- clock work.
will bo available for the hospital, as a gie Nederveft, vs. Abraham Neaervelt,
At 7:15 Luke Woldring returned
divorce; Anna L. Madher vs. Fay F. from Battle Creek with a number of
result of the T>lay, because nearly every
Soule.
other Holland boys who are ia training
seat in the house* was occupied. The
Chancery Default
at the cantonment. His comrades did
public respondedexceptionally well to
Jennie M. Weight v». George M. not know what Woldring was about,
the appeals made to help sfong the hos- Wright, divorce; -Leonard Cramer, vs. but at 8 o'clock he was a married man.
Gertrude Cramer; Ella Jarvis vs. HarThe bride is Miss Minnie Summerset
pital fund.
ry Jarvis, divorce; Dona Serier va og Muskegon. She met her fiance in
But the interest in the entertainment Henry Serier,divorce; Hugh E. Lillie,
iy and together they hied themwas not wholly a matter of helping vs. Alfred Lehman et al; Arthur and
the office of Judfe G. W.
along a worthy charity. All agree that Mabel E. Towler ys. Alice J. and Ellen
Kooyers
whe
tied the knot In as brief
the program was worth all that the Birmingham**Nettie B.-Shftjley vs.
a period of time as this can be accomtickets aut. It, was well balanced with Freddljck Shibley, divorce; Helen Minplished.
music, Van Vyven’s orchestra giving er, divorce; Twine VanSloteUva Israel
Monday morning Woldring left Hoigood service in this- respect. The other Coe et al; George Wendt vs. Edward
land for Battle Creek again where be
musical numbers-were:song by^a quar- H. Macey; Frans G. W. Pearson vs.
resumed training with the rest of the
tet composed of the Misses Bloemendal Joseohine Pearson, divorce
•WOOUU.UO *c«.dui.,ui voice; Isaac and men from Holland. The
YanPutten, Takken and Meyer; vocal Maud Kouw vs. Furley E. Burnish; will for the time being young bride
: make her
solo by Mrs. Waltz; vocal solo by Mrs.
Myrtle Bosell vs. Fred Bosell, diwrce; home in Kalamazoo.
J, Prakken.
Mary Roger* vs. Jens and Anna ChrisHut the star, attractionof the enter- tensn; Frank Krzykna vs. StanUAaua
Notlce to HaUowe’en Celebrators
tainment was' the play, “Mater” ia F. Kwiatovwki; Adrian B. Bosman vs.
which Anna Kolyn, Frances Bosch, Edward B. Scott.
Ten dellars reward for information
Peter Baker, Clarence Lokker and
*o:
Harvey Baemaker took part. It waa FOB 8ALE—L*te Model Buick light leading to the arreat and conviction of
anyone ahooting,stoning or in any way
aa aU star cast and won the hearty apSix. A-l condition. Apply City gSf- damaging any signs on the country

PRORXETOR

KRESS,

Farmers

Agent

NOTICE!

Merchants

FORMER HOLLAND

MAN PURCHASES

LUDINGTON CRAFT

You Never Saw Such

BE^Em*

Wonderful Coats

ATTRACTION

for Ladies

and Misses

$16, $20, and

$25

CHILDREN’S COATS

$4.00 to $13.50

Just Received Large Shipment

of Ladies

Skirts

$5.50, 6.25, atad 7.00

-

1

roads.

A. Steketee

& Sons

*^a«x

......

_ __

:

______

~ona

_____

cm

.

Untie His Hands!
Every Man

in

the

Army and Navy
Needs the Protection
Your Money Can Buy
;..U-

Without your help the work of
our soldiers and sailors cannot be accomplished.

Your Nation’s hands are tied. Only you can
loosen the cords and bring about a quick and
•#

victorious end to the war. Do you wish to help?

Do you wish

to back the fighters—

in effect to wield the bayonet and
ships of
K?-

war? Do

man

the

you wish to clbthe and feed

the boys in blue and khaki— to furnish their
cots, their hospital beds; the fortificationswhich

NT

tv

will defend

them?

Buy

X.

V-

J

United States Government
Liberty

4%

Bonds

S’

^

Nor should you delay. The

As

country needs your money.

now. Remember

on your
Government’s promise-to-pay— the same kind
of promise that is back of all the money you
that four per cent interest is paid

?C>

have

in the

bank or the safe deposit vault.

This simply means that lending
your money to Uncle Sam unties his hands

—

and the hands of every worker in this greatest

ages. You have always known of
the safety of the United States Government
crisis of all

IW^af Liberty Bonds
They

m

Government’s promise
Liberty Bonds.
are the

to

Are

pay the face value

of

They

little

as $50, $100, $500

to yield four per cent

interest.

and up.

be given and subscriptions taken at any bank,
company department store, bond house or by the Liberty

Here

your chance to help your country and at the.
same time help yourself.
is

interest

can be purchased for as

tmation

buy them

the

payable in United States gold coin November fifteenth and May fifteenth each year for the life of the Bonds.

They bear 4%

Bonds, but you have not had the opportunity to

*
Contributed to The Second Libert jfLonfby

will

Holland Shoe JCo.

.)

m
Holland City

News
PAQB

PREACHKE GETS LESS
THAN MAIL CARRIER

FIOPOSEO 8AVXTABT SEWER
BurliM ATenne from SUUeath to Smn

I

American
Magazine there appears an article j
Ift the carrent iseae of the

wWch

should prove of great interest to

la

CBmUn*

Amu

Probate to tbs above described lands and you Georg*
Hoasvald, Suparvlaorand Bart Van Lent#
Court for the County of Ottawa.
Highway Oomr., of Park Townahip and you
I.
Kammeraad, J. Nichola, L. Kunlck, H.
In the matter of the estate of
»•*•$ D. Woodruf. Thomas Brown) H.

to Twmtj-Tovth
%&b«r

83.

Now, Therefore, All unknown and non-res(dent persons, ownsrs and persona Interests

7784— Expires Nov. 10

ATB OF MICHIGAN—The

oi

ExpireeNwr. |«, 1917

Nor.* 10

•TATS OF MICHIGAN— Tha

Fra
•ate Court far tha County aV Ot

tawa.

MORTGAGE FOBEOLOSUIB SAL!

V.{

i

.t

WHEREAS

NOTICE

default has been made to tka

N. Van Kampen. F. B. Gunn, K. Baker,
»nd
Bax. K. Van Kamnea
oibS
i
I»rW£l,h*•*-. H. Auaaicker, A. De Faytor, H. E Bredewer J. Boa. Eat. Bile Gann,
Grand
Haven
in
said
Countt;
on I
Bert Van Lento, Elliabeth Van Lente, H. F.
Boe, Vm. Por. E. Bredeweg, B. Baas, J. the 22nd d.yof Qotober,A. D.
*5
Bssenberg, J. Waterweg, A. M. Laurence, F.
Present, Hod. Jamot J. Danhof, Nichigaa, Which (Sid mortgagewoe recorded
B. Gunn, are hereby notifiedthat at the time
and place aforesaid,or at such other time Judge of
}?..
of toe Register of Deed**?
and place thereafter to which said hearing
I. th. ™u.r of Ihn Mtnte of
may be adjourned, I shall proceed to receive
bids for the construction of said “No. 07
Peter Aohterhof,
„ k,
Drain", in the manner hereinbefore stated;
and also, that at auch time of letting from
Barney Welter* havinar filed in
the date of thie notice

Dint Veb Dort Deceased.

ion.

6375— Eiplres

ELBTXH

f

y&M

1917
Probate.
m/.fc

i sryti

Notice is hereby given that foul
months
from the 22nd day of October
the majority of whose citisens are inti- W»dM»diy,October 17, 1»17, edoput
A- D. 1917 haye been allowed for
maMy connected with the church.
RoeoSSd^thir^aliury wwer be eonIn Hnrriton
Atenae from 18th to creditors to present their clsims
_ _
w* written by the Bev./ Henry K. Pu- ttracted
ITth twet: thanee west in Bovoatoenth8t. against said deceased to said court for
me) a minister of the Beformed church to Cleveland Avenue ; thence eouth la Oleve- exam'nationand adjustment, and that
land avaaoe to Twenty-Fourthetreet,sewer
who has just resigned his charge at to be laid at the depth and grade and of the •11 creditors of said deceased are redimenaiontpreaertbed in the diagram,plan, quired to present their claims to said
' OOstburg, Wl8conainf in order to asand profile and In the manner required-by
o'clock in the forenoon until five o'clock
sstee the pastorate of (t!ie Beformed the apedficationefor aama, provisionally court, at the probate office, in the Cit) nine
in the afternoon the aaseaamentfor beneflte ooid court hi. patition prayiog th.t
1300.00) dollar*,
adopted bv the Oommon Council of the City of Grand Haven, in said county, oo-or
nterest, making a total of eight hundrCd
and the landa comprisedwithin the "No. 87
- church of Lynden, Washington.The
of Holland, October 17, 1917, and now on before the
the executrix of said estate he
($800.00) ...
dollars, and the
..
Drain
Special Assessment Districts will be
e
further siua if
production is entitled “A Preacher file la the office pf the clerk; that the coat
attorney
to review.
thorized and directedlo convey cer- thirty-five
. ($85.00),
.
sey fee, proridM
22nd day of February A. D. 1918 subject
and expeme of conatructing auch Sanitary
by
statute,
An You and each of You, Owners and per
ate, and in ssid mortgage,and ae
who gets Less Than a Mail Carrier", Sewer bo paid partly from the general sewer
ions interested in the aforesaid lands, are tain real estate in pursuance of a ait or proceeding having been institutedat
fund of laid city, and partly by apecial and that said claims will be heard by hereby cited to appear at the time and place
law or in equity to recover the debt new
an! is written in autobiographical aiseaamenta
upon the land*, lota and premia said court on Moo. the 25th day of Feb. of such letting as aforesaid, and be heard certain contract made by said de- remaining secured by said mortgage ; ner
form. It consists of an exceedingly ea of privata property owner* abutting upon
with respect to such
ouch special assessms
assessments sad ceased in his lifetime.
any part thereof, and the power oi eae
said part of said etreet and avenues, and be- A. D. 1918 at ten o’clock in the fore your interestsin relation thereto, if
contained In eaid
yon to
frank and paetical discusion of minis- ing adjacentto said Sanitary aawer. and
desire.
noon.
other lande, lots and premiaet as hereIqn' salaries, the author presenting his auch
BAREND KAMMERAAD,
inafter required and 'specified,asaeaaed acDated October,22 A. D. 1917.
(Per Deputy)
ideal with a boldness seldom found in cording to the eatlmetea benefit! thereto deCounty
Drain Commissionerof tbs
JAMES J. DANHOF,
terminedaa follows: Total estimated cost of
County of Ottawa.
a ministreialpresentationof this much- Senltary sower, $9,164.90.
- Jodce tf Probate.
R. B. Paterson, Special Drain Com
Amount to be raised by special aaaesament
mooted question."I believe," writes
mlssioner of Kent County.
of the premleee therein described, at
on private propertyaccordingto estimated NOTICE or LBTTDfO OF DRAIN CONDated this sixteenth day of October A. D.
Pasma, "that my wife would smile benefit! received $4,107.66,
1917,
TBAOT
is Further Ordered, That pub- 1 “®jto° front* d*o«? o? theiSwVt iiot°.5
Amount to be paid from the general sew
a cheerier smile, and my own faith in er fund $4,997.24.
ic notice thereof be given by pub* ottaw°a,on* Monday*tke1^^ a*Td of
Notice U -Hereby Given, That I, Barend
That the Unda, lota and premises upon
at educated ministry would be more which
7608
said speeial
.....
sentJi___
shall be levUcnfonofncop, ol lhio order
5
•TATE OF MICHIGAN
flab, if in some way or other, When a ied, shall include all private lands, lota and
W. CiTJV.'&i.L"
on the 5th day of November.A. D. 1917, The Probate Court for tha County of three saccoo.i.e week, previou.
premises lying within the special assessment
thoughtlesscongregationshall "Miave districtdesignated by a red Ine in the dla.
te residence of Jacob EMenWg, in the
Ottawa
1 pushed us over the ministerial dead-line gram and plat of said) districtby the Oomu
?ld ®®unly ot Ottawa
In the matter of the Estate of JohanI
Lote three (8), :four(4),five (fit,
mon Oonncli, In connectionwith the con- at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of that day
- a little more than the present callow struction of the aewer, all of which privats proceed to receive bids for the construction na Baas, Deceased.
•to <•>. *ad •ven
circulated in said county.
Addition to the Oli
lota, lands and premises, are hereby desigNotice is hereby given that four
'two hundred dollarsfrom the Disabled nated and declared to constitute a speJots one hundred eighteen
eighteei(11$);
..... emb
JAMES J. DANHOF,
months
from
the
13th
of
October
A.
D.
RTl9),
ad
in
the
Township
d!
Park
in
said
County
cial
sewer
district,
for
the
purpose
of
special
Ministers* fund might be rightfully
hand, red nineteen
(»•>. we hundred
twenty (120) .one
we hundred twenty-rae
assessment, to defray that part of the cost otOtf” and described ae follows, to.wl£ 1917, have been allowed for creditors
(A true copy.) Judge of Probate
•ooit. Some of my wealthy parishioners and expense of constructing a Sanitary sew1. Description of part of Drain No. 87, to preaent their claims against said de(121), one hundred twenty-swo(1227,
WILFORD F. KIEFT
one hundred twenty-three(121). ou
piously talk of the deferred wages of er in said parts of said streetsand avennes
ceased to *aid court of examination and
in the manner hereinbefore set forth, and as
hfintoy4
twenty-four (124), in Bay YlSr
Regiater of Probate.
the minister of the Gospel, meaning heretofor# determinedby the Oommon CounAddition to tne Oity of Holtand,acadjustment, and that all creditors of
cording to the recordedptate thereeA
thereby the abundant reward awaiting cil, said district to be known and designated
said deceased are required to present
Avenue Speeial Sewer Assessment ft. south of the NW. corner thereof. Thence
together With the 12-foot alloy lylngto
him in the life hereafter. I often teu Cleveland
their claims to said court, at the pro7630—
Expires
Oct27
district
tho north of lot* one hundred elthtow »
10 8to- ••70, thence south to Sta. 22-27,
my wife, after the childrenare in bed,
Resolved farther that the Oity Clerk be
bate office, in the City of Grand Haven, STATE OF MICHIGAN— The ProbateOran
(118), one hundred nineteen (119), *n|
a!!*:*??1
at*
27 t7> toenc. south to
"that the deferred wages of a minister instructed to five notice of the proposed Sta. 87-57, to 8E. corner thereof.
one hundred twenty (120), which te
for the County of Ottawa.
in said County, bn or before the 13th
>f
i
*
~
“
constructionof said Sanitary sewer, and of Thence south along the west line of Bert Van
now vacated or about to be vacated
At a session of raid court, held at Us
-ottfhtto be a generous pension."
day of February A. D. 1918, and that
the speeialassesements to be made to defra;
the city of Holland, together *$U>
tond the WH SB % said Sec.
Probate Ofilce In Ike City of Grand Hares
•sir. Pasma will be well remembered part of the expense of constructing suet
said
claims
will
'be
heard
by
said
court
buildings
erected on said property
d
al,° •tong the east line of H. Bredeby many citizens of Holland. He grad- sewer, according to diagram, plan and esti weg s land the Eft Eft SWfc said sec II to on Thursday the 14th day of February in said county, on the 6th day of
all sBaehlnery. shafthg, belting, i
and Implements fixed nit! moral
uated from Hope College in 1910 and mate on file in the office of the City Clerk,
i0w70«J8i3 (L,00th °* .NB Corner said A. D. 1918, at ten o’clock in the fore- Oct-.A D. 1917.
and of the districtto be assessed therefore,
therein, itaeted, or which mey beret,
from Western Theological Seminary in by publication in the HollandCity News for EH EH SW H. Thence easi to Sta. 54-6 to noon,
er be pieced therein before the full pey
Present;
Hon
James
J.
Danhof,
Jndgt
M*\?r
1820
“"‘b
1913. While at collegehe made an ex- two weeks and that Friday November 9, of the SB cor. thereof. \
Dated, October 13. A. D. 1917.
"1!^ °.t. ^to mortgage, it bolnr underof Probate
1917,
at
7:80
o'clook
p.
m.,
be
and
is
herestood that all machinery for this pur-’
ceptionallybrilliant record as an orator
Thence upon John Bos' land the W H
JAMES J DANHOF,
by determined as thp time when the Common
In
the
matter
of
the
eetnto
pore
is to be considered snd (rested ah
BE
n. T. 5*nN.
SB H Sec. n._
5 N. R. 16. W.
•upon two different occasions being Council and the Hoard of Public Works will
Judge of Probate.
reel estate.
“
ine -awarded the three exclusive first in meet at the Councilrooms to consider an
Jane Zoerman Deceased.
7573
?*,d,..pr?p*r!Jr
e0B«Mtoteeone occupango
suggeetions
or
obiections
that
may
be
made
and will therefore be sold o« a whole, aeK
thought and style. This record stands
8\\. corner thereof.
to the constructionof said sesrer, to said as.
llmoata
Thence upon John Bos’ land the E H NE
unparalleled in the historv of the insti- sessment and assessment district, and to said
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
tution. In addition he held, ami'iir diagram, plan, plat and estimates.
T,,e,,ce Mtoth
to Sta. 80-62 to south line 6 ft. east ol
RICHARD OVERWEG. 8W. corner thereof.
other offices, the presidency of the
The Probate Court for the County of
Clerk.
Michigan Oratorical League and the 3 insertions,Oct. 26 November 1 City
Ottawa.
with the will annexed of ..id e.tate I5i «1
and 8, '17 uT^*Jce.,upSn William Por’s land the 8E.
H. NE. H, Sec. 14 of said town and range,
-editorship©Mhe Hope College Anchor.
At
a
session
of said Court, hold at
thence
south
to
Sts.
90-5(X
thence
8
15
deg
I
east to Sta. 94 to south line 108 feet east the Probate Ofilce in the City of Grand
t0ll Klrm,n Zoerraan or
r.iSs
PROPOSED SANITARY SEWER
some Other suitable
wd the interest thereon until paid.
of the 8W corner thereof. Thence upoi
Haven, in said County, on the 15th day
Masls Avenue from Nineteenth to Twenty- Bredeweg land the NE H BE H, said
Second streets and in 81st and 22nd 14, thence 8 18 deg. to 8tn04-70, thence 8. of October A. I). 1917.
It is Ordered, That the 5ih
FiRBTURTATa‘ Anx of hollanb
•treato from Maple to First Avenne. 59 deg. E to Sta 110-60 to the south line 420
Present, Hon. James J. Danhof, Of Nov., A. D. 1917 at teu o’clock
Mort‘""*
City
Clerk's
Ofilce:
rtwest
of
the
8E
cor.
theredT.
RAISE $1,000.00
Judge of Probate.
City of Holland, Michigan.
in the forenoon, at said Prolate off- 1 BusinessAddress:
F
Tf'Se
u1>0anpJwC0b
B***nbnr*’s
Und
tne
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
WilOctober 23, 1917.
•a j BE H BE H said see. 14. Thence 8
At the regular meeting of the Cal
ice, be and is hereby appointed for * 1Io"‘nd' mchlgnn'
Notice is hereby given that the CoAmon
®to- 115 ia to east line 150 liam tiroendal, Deceased.
inet of the Y. M. C. A. of Hope Col- Council of the City of Holland at a session ft. *onth of the NE cor. thereof. Thence upbearing said petition;
Fred
T.
Miles
having
filed
in
said
lege held Monday night reports were held Wednesday, October 17/ 1917, adopted on B- Bos' land the 8W H 8W H Bee. 18 court his final account as administrator
-the following resolutions:
to l; furtharOrdered. That Public Nottc
EXPIRES NOV. 22. 1917
heard from the men who represented Resolved that s SanitarySewer be conss: of the said estate, and his petition hereof bo given by rnblieettonof a eopy there
of for throe iacc**»f*«wciks orevlons to sale
the association at Battle Creek last structed in Maple Avenue from 19th to 22nd 126 to a point where said drain is large and praying for the allowance thereof.
MORTGAGE SAM
Thursday and Friday and plana were streets,and in 21st and 22nd streets from de«P enough to take care of the water.
It is ordered, That the 12th day of
Maple to 1st Avs., a sanitary sewer be laid « I®®. Pronosed improvement to said drain
1
In
sak
laid to raise the sum of one thousand at the depth and grade and of the dimensions to V? be three feet wide in the bottom from November A. D. 1917, at ten o’clock in Oranty.
WHEREAS default hsa been made In the
•deUars among the student body, fac- prescribed in the diagram, plan, and profile,
JAMES J. DANHOF,
s ° 8‘5,i0" the? 10 be four foet the forenoon,at said Probate Office, be
payment of the moneye secured by a meet•ulijy and seminary students and profes- and in Jhe msnifer required by the specifica- wide to Sta. 94 and then five feet wide In
gege. dated April 14th, A. D. 1902, exeratand is he. by appointed for examining
tions for side, provisionallyadopted by the
ears as Hope’s contribution to the Y. Common Council of the City of Holland, Oc- the bottom to Sta. 126. The slopes of the and allowing said account;
Jndg# of Probate ed by Jacob Wabeke, Sr., and Huberths Wa»
ides to be at an angle of I to I and will
beke, his wife, of the Township of Oliva
M. O. A. war fund of $35,000,000. Jn tober 17, 1917. and now on file in the office require a strip of land 50 ft. wide on each
It is Further Ordered, That public (A True Copy)
Ottawa County, Michigan, to the Council W
addition to local institutionwill also of the clerk; that the coat and expenae of side of the center line thereof for the deposu
Hope College, a corporation, which ooM
notice thereof be given by publication WILFOBD F. KIEFT,
conatructing such sanitarysewer be paid
raise 9650 for the Support of its mis- partly from the general sewer fnnd of said 0,Jh* **uh •“d the construction thereof.
mortgage was recordedin the ofilce of the
Said job will be let by sections. The sec
of a copy of this order, for three sucRegie
ter
of
Probate.
Register
of Deeds Of Ottawa County, MMhpionary
ry a
in India, John D. Muyskens, city, and partly by special assessmentupon tion at the outlet^ of said Drain will be let cessive weeks previous to said day of
igan, on the 5th day of May. A. D. 1969,
the lands, lots and premises of private prop;, first and the remaining section* in their
th$ ’principal of Hope High
‘ fh school,
at eight o'clock, A. M. In Liber 70 of
erty owners sbnttingupon said parts of
up stresm, in accordance with the «ia- hearing, in the Holland City News, a
Madanapalle, India. The campaign
campaign.seid streets and avenues, end being adjacent order
Mortgages,on page 168, and
pam now on file with the other papers
newpaperprinted and circulatedin said
7568—
Expires Oct. 27
VHERfc>
WHEREAS,
the amount
int claimed
claimed to
jsntempiated is unparalleled
.... in
in the his-'
hisler lands,
county.
mortgage
at the date of this
— --------this asSTATE OF MICHIGAN— Tho Pro due on said
tory of the school. It is expected,how- lots and premises as hereinafter required
Judge of Probate
is the sum of Eight_HundredTwentyand specified, assessed according to the esti- Ottawa, to which reference may be had by all A true
bate Court for the County of Ol tice
•over, that the amounts pledged will be
Eight Dollars and Twenty-Six Oaeto
mated benefltethereto determined as follows: partiesinterested,and bids will be made snd
James J. Danhof,
• taws.
($828.26)principal anti interest,end the
raised with comparativeease.
Total estimated cost of Sanitary sewer, r®***v«A accordingly. Contracts will be made Wilford F. Kieft,
$4,618.64.
with the lowest responsible bidder givine
At s session of said Court, boll
Register of Probate.
Amount to be raised by specialassessment
at Probate Office la the City of Qra&d said mortgagee,and the furthersum af
(Dr. J. W. Shanks, nose and throat oil .private propertyaccordingto cstimsted adequate security for the performanceof the
work, in the sum then and there to be fixed
(S20) Dollars, as an attorney fee,
by me, reserving to my self the right to
surgeon, New Peck 'Bnildmg, 85 Mon- benefits received, $2,880.78.
Haven in said County, on the 8tb Twenty
7
ire* OcL °7
providedfor by statute and in said martAmount to be paid from the general sewer reject any and all bids. The date (or the
roe avenue, Grand Bapids, Mich., hai fund, $1,637.80.
gage, and which is the whole amount claimed
completion of such contract, aad the terms •TATE OF MICHIGAN—
day of October, A. D. 1917,
Pi
to bo unpaid on said mortgage, and
That the lands, lots and premises upon of payment therefor, shall and will be so.
prepared a series of educational arti- which
bat#
Court
for
tho
County
of
<
Present,
Hon.
James
J.
Danhof.
WHEREAS, default has been made In tha
said special assessmentshall be lev- nouneed at the time and place of letting.
Uwa
payment of the moneys secured by martNotice is FurtherHereby Given, That at
cles onadenoids, tonsils, catarrh, and ied^ shall include all private lands, lots and
Judge of Probate
gage doted July 10, A. D. 1912, executed by
remises lying within the special assessment the time and place of said letting, or at such
In the matter of ‘tho eatete of
deafness, extracts of which will appear districtdesignated by a red Ine in the dis- other time and place thereafter,to which I,
•aid Jacob Wabeke and Hubertha Wabeke,
In the matter of the estate of
his wife, to said Councilof Hope College,
gram and plat of said districtby the Oom- the County Drain Commissioneraforesaid, Jan Timmer, Deceased.
in this column from time to time- Dr. fr*m
•nd p‘“ in
of “ld
which ssid mortgage woe recorded in th#
mon Council,
connectionwith the con- may adjourn the same the assessmentsfor
Elizabeth Reitsma, Deceased.
Notice la hereby given that four months
oflee of the Regiotorof Deeds ot Ottawa
. Shanks is nose and throat surgeon at struction of the sewer, ail of which private
o\V!d ..lho Un,d* C0“Prisedwithin the
an to#
tho 12th
12th day ot
o< jara,
J
lots, lands and premises, are hereby desig- No. 87 Drain Special AssessmentDistrict"
Isaac Marsilie having filed in County, Michigan, «
from the 8th ofOct. A D. 1917,
St. Mary's Hospital, St. John’s Or- nated and* declared to constitute a spe- snd the apportionment!
thereof will be ansaid court hi. find .du,Tni..r.tioniibS?
cial sewer district, for the purpose of speeial nounced by me and will be subject to re- have been allowed for creditor* to preeent
phan Asylum, chief of the nose and assessment, to defray teat part of the cost view for one day, from nine o'clock in the
their claims againstraid deceased to raid
throat clinic of the Grand Bapids Anti- and expenseof constructing a Sanitary sew- forenoon until five o'clock in the afternoon. ourt for examination and adjustment,
The following is a descriptionof the sever- and that all creditors of said deceased are
er in said parts of said streetsand avenues
• tiAerculosisDispensary, and chief sur- in the manner hereinbefore set forth,aad as al tracts or parcels of land constituting the
required to preeent their claims to raid u.ignm.ut and di.tributionof the
determined by the Oommon Ooan- Special Assessment District of said Wain,
geon of the Michigan Bailway Co.)— heretofore
®?urt; the Probate Office In the city of residue Of said
cil, said district to be known and designated tie
of Twenty-sevenand Forty Hundr
Bditor. '
($27.40)dollars,
as Maple Avenue Special Sewer Asseesmeut "E H 8W H See 2 T 5 R 16| E. Rammer- Grand Haven, In raid county, on or ha. taxes paid
---- b7 said martdistrict.
further sum of Thirty-flv#
Six out of ten rheumatic cases have
forethe
8th
day
of
February
A.
D.
1918
Resolved further that the City Clerk be •V > WH BE H Sec. 2 T 5 R 16. J.y
ae an attorney fee, provtivafculer disease of the heart, which is instructed to five notice of the proposed Nichols,
•
s
and that raid claims win bo board by raid
statute, and which is the white
W * 8 H W H E H See 2 T 5 R 16.
to oftsn fatal, and which could have constructionof said Sanitary sewer, and ot
the forenoon,at said probste office “0“nined,4l“ed10 ^ unpaid on said mart*
court on Monday, the 11th day of Feb
Leo Kunick,
been avoided in nearly every case by the special assessment to be made, to defrav
port of the expense of constructing such
8 H E H W H BE H Sec 2 T 5 R 1*. A. D. 1918 at ten o’clock in the forenoon! be snd is hereby appointed for whereas, default
defaut has been made 4a
. the timely removal of the tonsils.This sewer, according to diagram,plan and esti- Leo Kunick,
__
.n._r
.
the payment of the mi
Dated October, 8. A D. 1917.
examining and allowing «id acmay seem a broad statement, bat in my mate on file in the ofilce of the City Clerk H 8 Baton8 * NW * 8E * ^ 2 T 5 R »«•
^
JAMES J. DANHOF, count and hearing said petition. „ l4'_Jxec.?.tedJ»y “id J»eob Wabeke ora
*7 own experience I have seen many and of the districtto be assessed therefore, N H*\^ H N H NE H Sec 2 T 5 R 16, r
by publication in the HollandCity News for
Judgo of Probate.
caies of rheumatism disappear after two weeks and that Friday November 9, J. D.
d. Woodruff,
yfoof—m
It i. further ordered. That “tibUt 1 of Hope‘ College, and
hl-* which,0
•*ldmortgage
said
8 % NW Fri. 14 Sec 2 T 5 R 16,
the the removal of the tonsils.
1917, at 7:80 o'clock p. m., be and is herenotice thereof be given by publics was recorded to the offlee of the Register ef
Brown
by
determined
as
the
time
when
the
Common
Deeds
of
Ottawa
County,
Michigan,
And there are many other diseases Council and the Board of Pablic Works will 8WM 8W K Sec 2 T 5 R 16, H and M.
. - ----- .• — ehigan. on tha
tion of a copy of ftiia order, for thro* — .
Expires Nov. 17, 1917
which may be, in a measure prevented meet at the Council rooms to consider any Van Kampen,
STATB OF MI OHIOAN
•uccesaiveweeks previou* to said
•7 the removal of the tonsils. Meaeies, suggestions or objections that may be made * p ft 1!L®^or of NE K »W * Bee U T
day of bearlnf, In tha Holland Cit) ;.eVi*rt7“il'tlb'r ,D”.”
5 R 16, F. B. Gunn,
the amount claimed to be 4na
naarlet fever, diphtheria,and infantile to the constriction of said sewer, to said as.
New* a newipaper printed and clrcu onWHEREAS,
8W
H
BE
K
Sec
8
T
5
R
16,
Klaos
Baksessment and assessment district, and to sold
said mortgage at the date of this notice
paralysis art among the most common. diagram, plan, plat and estimates.
lated
In
iald
county.
is the sum of Three Hundred Fifty-Eight
‘St^r.TdX.ifUTb'.
8t. Vitus danos and other forms of
NE % See 10 T 6 R 16, Alfred r£-vRICHARD OVERWEG,
Dollareand Elghty-FourGents ($358.64;)
City Clerk.
principal and Interest,and the further mm
nervousness can (be traced directly to
JAMES
J. DANHOF,
3 insertions,Oct. 25. November 1 and 8, *17. B*NEnS 8E K Sec 8 T 6 R 16, M, and A
Fourteen and Six Hundredth* ($14.66)
diteaaed tonsils.
(A true copy) Judge of Probate I uoilars,
Dollars,taxes, paid
pstd by the
th# said
Slid mortgage*,
Bemoving the tonsils is not a fad. It
Baker * 8EBee. 8 T 6 R 16, Klaes
and the farther sum of Fifteen ($15.00) M*
7789— Expires Nov. 10
gS, Ta VC. tff: WILFOBD F. KIEFT
is one of the most useful operations,so
lore, a* an attorneyfee prorided for by
n NW * 8W M Bee 2 T 5 R 16, Thomas
Register of Probate.
statute, and which is th* whole omoaat
D Blair, Elisafar as health is concerned. A person STATB OF MICHIGAN— The Probate Brown.
claimed to be doe on seid mortgage,aad
“ds
w< B*lco“b j.
Afflicted Arith rheumatism, who has that
Court for the County of Ottawa.
8W 14 8W 14 See 10 T 5 R 16. K rad M. S^jLjtoosetree
first names are unknown,
no snit or proceedins
ga having been instUatVan
«
If Uving, tkeir and each of their unknown
ed at law or in equity
tilfd feeling; bad breath or bad teeth, In the Matter of the Estate of
ilty to recover the del*
grSiifce.?** 10 T
Jrani. Innow
remainingsecuredby ssid mortgages:
anould consult a specialist at once, and
(Expires P*-. 29, 1917)
Luman K. Van Drezer, Deceased.
nor any part thereof whereby the powers
have him .determine whether the tonsicker**
^
11 T 8
H. An*:
MORTOAOI matji
of sale containedto said mortgage* has
Notice
is
hereby
given
that
four
months
Binnekant.deceased. defendanU.
ails should be removed.
become operative:
H
NW
14 Sec II T 5 R 16, F. B.
The above entitledcause concerns ail those .WkwaK default hoe been made to the
NOW THEREFORE, notice is hereby givI nm willing to give you the benefit from the 16th of Oct. A.' D., 1917, have
“ piece, „ parcels of land, situated in
en that by virtu* of said powers of sale
my experience. Write to me, and I been a,l 1 o w e d for creditors to present FeC?
^ 8W^ ^ U T 8
A De fit!
and
to pursuance of the statute in rack
viHk« “d' in th? c?nntjr of
eonprisedIn, known end ®”> °* toe. City of Grand Rapids, Kent con made and provided, each of said mortwJU give you any information in my their claims against said deceased to said
K 14 8W 14 Sec II T 5 R 16, K.
to'1®**:
The
plat
of
East
Park
County, Michiganto Dirk Muldor, mortgagee, gages will be foreclosed by a sale of Ike
pswer. Call at my office and I will court of examination and adjustment,and
Sub-Dlvtoion of parts of lots two (2), three
of toe •mo place, which mortgage la ot premises therein described at publie auction
make an examination free of charge.— that all creditor* of said deceased are re- e'h E 14 8W 14 Sec n T 5 R 16 H. E. (8), (our (4), and five (5) of Block ”A" to record
to the offlee of the Register of Deeds to the highest bidder at to#P north
Bredeweg.
toe city of Hollandin said county of Ottawa tor Ottawa County, Michigan, in Liber 87 of
Educational Publicity.
door of the Court Hous# in tho City 4f
quired to present their claims to said court,
and
State
of
Michigan,
according
to
the
reo
BwErt. E'48B^8*eIlT8Rl*.J- corded pUt thereof,on record in the offlee of
Grand Havan to raid Oonntr of Ottawa,
at the probate office, in the City Iff Grand
“oiki
the 19th day of November. A?
The beloved hunting dog owned Haven, ip said County or. or before the 16th E H E 14 8E 14 Sec n T 6 R 16, Efie the Register of Deeds, for said County of And by reason of each defsuft there is. Mendajr,
---- - at
— two
— - o'clock
- v.w. to the afternora
..ven
1917,
iiatn.
P1****. together with all and singula/ the
jointly bv E. A. Post end Stephen Put*
dBr
np0D«
^
by
to»t
day,
which said premise* ars d
day of February A. D. 1917, and that said V E
14 SB 14. Bee H T 5 R 16, Bm hereditament*
and
appurtenancesthereunto Mid mortgage,for principal, intereet and to roid mortgageg,
as follows:
aiam of Allegan got in range of an ex- claims will be heard by said court on
. —
iuiiowi
belonging or In anywise appertaining. Upon
the ZHng of the bill of complaintin this an attorney fso provided in said mortgage.
erted hunter last Sunday and died. The
Thursday, the 2lst day of Feb. A. D, 1918
cause,
Leto numbe«S,SilSnll®i8l)
, sixteen (It)
(•8»0,2?) “rad1
dsg chased a rabbit into a. brush pile ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Aid the hunter banged away thinking
>w or l® chaheeryhaving been 3d , tw®n*y-four(24) in Slsgh'e Additils
d«^NpWBi.N'’‘8""T8H1'HI1
imtitutedto recoverthe amount due, as
H«t he would get everything in the Dated October 16 A. D. 1917.
® H 8W 14 NE 14 Sec 14 T 5 R 16 HiL
aforesaid,or any part thereof.
name* ore unknown, ore living or dead, aad .v¥°u' Therefore, notice is hereby given
JAMES J. DANHOF, debrondP. Bos. _
ktap *ud he did. The dog lived about
0t 0tUwB 0ou®W.
BoJI.J NE 14 Sec 14 T 8 R 16, John P. the unknown heirs,devisees,legatees and as- that by virtue of the power of tale to Mid MichigM*l*r
hour after the shot.
Judge of Probate
ign* of Gerrit Ter Vree and of John Binne- mortgage contained and of the statatoa of
Mortgtgt No. 2
If
H %e 14 T 5 R 16. Wm. Poi. ksnt deceased are Uving or dead, and if liv- Michigan in anch com mods and provided,
forty-two (42) feet of lote M^NE 14 SW 1$, Sec 14 T 6 R 1^ R Brede- ing. their whereaboute, and if dead, whether the undersignedwill ooll ot publie sntcion teen (16) and
tixtoen (16) in Wabek*'*
they have personal representatives or heirs to. toauhi^hest
at. the
to.Pfront
do£0f
highest bidder, at
front door
of
Additionto the City of HoUand, according
W*#W 14 8W 14 See 18 T 5 R 16 E. Brede living, or where their unknown heirs, dort Hoa se in
_pity of Grand Haven, to tha recorded plat thereof of record to cK
visees,legateesand assigns may reside.
where the
foy 0‘towu County offlee of the Registerof Deeds of Ottawm
Therefer. on motion of Charles H. McBride,
14, Sec it T 5 R 16, B. Baas.
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NOTICEI

Merchants

You

-will receivea call within the next few weeks from one of our
collectinginformation for the new Farm Journal Directory aqd
Numbered Road Map of your County. Thie is not a County History
or a •o-ealled Atlas, but a practical and complete Directory such as
every city has.

men

to be sure that your name, location on the map and
a lot of other information for which oar men will ask are correctly
given. Will you please give them the facts when they call They
will tell you aU about the Directory,how it may be secured, and aH
courtesies
them will be greaty appreciated.

W* want

‘
•

’s"

p

.

8W

iiu?

on Saturday, IBs twenty-ninth d**

ttLzTt’mi

Attorney for Plaintiffs. If is ordered that the or
said defendants, Bens Nsilaon, Harm Bouw*dwto D. Blair. Elisabeth A. Elliott;
*E?’l4 BE 14 BE 14 See. 14 T 5 B 16, J*
Essenberg.
and F. W. Bslcomb and J, Kerler. whose troe
14 BE 14 8E 14, Sec 14 T 5 R 16, J. first namss are unknown, if living the unW AtarwAf.
known heirs, devisees, legatees and assigns
follow. .—All that part of Vh. Sonl?
^ NE 14 NE 14 Sec. 28 T 5 R 16, J. Essen of Gerrit Ter Vree, deceased, and of Jan
04) of flection twentyBinnekant, deceased, if Hring; and their and
eight (28) to Township five (5) North
of Range hirteen (18) We.( Com14 NE 14 8E 14 See. 10, T. 6 R 16, each of their unknown heirs,devisees,legatees and aaalgns, if dead, and every of them,
A. M. Laurence.
mencing at the Sontheost corner of sold
shau enter their appearancein said cause
•Veriersection; running thence North
NE 14
14 Sec
T 5 R 16, F. B. within
three months from the date of this
Gunn.
(1$>.
A redk;
Toai;, thence*
thwlJS# We*t two
order, snd that within twenty day* the plain(2) .rods; thence in a Boalhwesterlv
41** tosU cause this order to be published to
direction to a point ton (10) rods W*st
the Holland City News, a newspaperprinted,
North' of the Bectira
and nina (9) rods North
An exhibition in tho window of the
snd circulatedin said City of Hoilines; thence South nine (9) rod*;
within
said
County
of
Ottawa,
ssid
ttj store of Kardnx A Karsten on
ber8E 14

14,

See 13 T 8 R 16? J. Essen

W

NW

n

avenne is a large hen hawk shot

W,

«

^

to be continuedonce to each

six weeks in succession.
2401 A. D. 1917. *£>
Circuit Judge.

Ited at Grand Renidt.

Michinn this 6>

I

County, Michigan.

I

Loto seventren*1?!?) *f' Steketee Brothers
i Additon to th*
the Oity of Holland.
Holland, Milkifir&n.

Also all that part of the northwest

tor of the northeastquarter of
15’

strs.’lssiif.'wrJ

line of Seventoenthstreet; on tho •
id* by a itoo runningparallel therewith
sixty-six(66) feet eouth therefrom; boafl-

__

mmsm1
D. 1917.

n. anmdi

-Wcwjra

r-M

rr-

tAOB

UOHT

HOLLAND

uouana

MARnTl

OTTY

"Wheat, white No. 1.
Wheat, white No. 2
Wheat, white No. 3
Wheat, red No.
Wheat, red No. 2._.
Wheat, red No. 3 __

LOCALS

1_

t

•

_ 2.09
Attorne? Thos. N. itobinsonis up an^
- 2.06 around the house much improved.
- 2.03

Bje

PROSECUTOR

F. T.

....

Grand Bapid

Fam Expert Hagerman

..78.00

O

George E. Kollen left for Colutrus,
..83.00 yesterday noon.

Cora Meal _

37.00
58.00
.48.00

........

in

Raymond Visscher

Att.

.60.00
.77.00

Gram

The Ottawa county board of supercompletedthe October session
•Vednesday. Th© final adjournmentwas
aken at noon and tho township reprelentatives who have been here over
wo weeks left for their homes, not to
ome back until the January session. It
equired fwo and a half days of hard
grinding to complete the session but
his was accomplished with a clean

has returne

from a business trip to Chicago.
Low Grade ................ .....
— :o;—
Badger Horse Feed
_____________ 60.00
C-Br-Lay Scratch Feed, with grit.~77.0O There will be staff practice of th
C Er-Lay Scratch feed without grit 80.00 Rebekah Lodge Friday night. All mem
fMC » Tea Lota.
bers are urged to be present.
I50a
— :o:—
Hay, loose ----______________
10.50
Dr. W. G. Winter is in Chicago at
Hay, baled ..... ------------ 13.00 tending the Clinical Congress of Sur
Straw __________------10.00 geons of North America.
Wninnaar 1) Da Goads
Butter, creamery
Joe Kooikor of the Geo. H. Huizeng;
.....
.43
Butter, dairy .......
Jewelry Co., is in Muskegon today o
business.
Eggs —
......
Pork ......................
........ 1ft. |Q
— to;.—
________

_____

r

_

-----

-

Since last Friday the board has been
ler to finish up within tho time

owed by

.

..

Beef

......................

........

Mrs. E. R. Allen, 113 East 9th stret
Ji.I entertain the Columbia Club Fri
.. ...... .13 day afternoonafter lied Cross worl
.15 at the city hall.

.....-------------------

......

-----

'8

..IS-

Old Chickens

— :o:—
Henry Geerlings spoke in the local
movie theaters last night between the
._riy 10a,
acts on the Liberty
loan. He
He received
received
?n enthusiatsicresponse from the mov-

.14

DRIVE

LIBERTY LOAN
GETS BIG BOOST

..

|ie crowd*.

Tf.e.^oma“'8 Re,ief Corps will hold
its October birthday tea Friday after

if

riat
thc,!Te of Mra- N- Hofsteen
158 West 14th street. The public
The Maple Avenue congregation

1125,000.

enlargingUs church. When the

Holland is within $93,700 of
*ull quota of $480,000 that Uncle

is

old

building is finally remodeled, there will
be quite an increaseof seating capacity
and a number of class rooms will have
i 'H‘en added.
— :o:—

$93,700.
«

the

Sam

Georgetown township of Ottawa

’expectsthis city to raise for the Sec- Jounty. iu which Hudsonville is located

end Liberty Loan.

eivo

A

big boost

,o ,te campaign

.hen

y

was

;g the passage

of the

k

appropriation

bill involving the expenditure of $92,

8ubstfri^d

niug of a system of permanent roads
While this sum will pro
vide for the constructionof a compara

**V50 in

the Liberty

Hciiand

it

in the county.

is the first step in

Tueeday’sFactory Subscriptions
Total Subscriptions,1386,300.
Amount Still to Be Raised.

xnd during that time a great amount
if work has been cleaned up,
Some very important steps have been
aken at the present session of the
ooard, the most prominentprobably be

lively small section of concrete road,

cordiallyinvited.

111,300.

al

statute for the fall session

000 for concrete trunk lines, the begin

-MOtHolland’s Allotment, $480,000.
Previously Announced $250,000.
Tueeday’sGeneral Subscriptions

fllii

nolding two sessions every day in or-

- ......

Veal

mm
mam

slate.

.......

Mutton ..................

llllp

Re-Engaged

/isors

63.00
5H Hi'

Cotton Seed Meal ..........- .......... ..
Krause Hi-Protein Dairy Food.

was

C. M. Phernambucq
Rapids yesterday.

aiq Otomty

Nurse Mias Fort Are Both

..83.00

Middlings
.
..................
Screenings------------OU Meal ____________________________
........

Peter Bontekoe was
visitorWednesday.

>78.00

Bran,

AN

OFFICE

1.60
.65
„ 2.15

-

_

MILES GETS

ASSISTANT IN BIB

..

Oats, per bnahel
Gera .. ......
...
8t Car Feed
'No. 1 Feed.
Cracked O>ro

l\ews

SUPERVISORS CLOSE
THE WORK OF THE
FALL MEETING

John Kress wa< in Grand Bapids o?
business yetterday.

2.04
. 2.01
. 1.9S

• ity

a

tnlirt -

WNITID STATU COVUMMINT

tnvtsHTm
BONM

SECOND

it

fine system.

The member of the local board have
beeu convincedthat temporary roads
do not pay now that the automobile
traffic has become so tremendous,in
every section of Qttawa. Within the
coming years many miles of concrete o’
permanentroads will supplant the pres
ent day highways in Ottawa.
Before the adjournmentthe supervisors .passed a resolutionre-engaging D.
L. Hagerman, as the county farm agent
and providing expense money for th(

factoriesincreased the fund by $125,- 000 and it is expected that this Will be conduct of his office in tOtawa.
The committee which submittedthr
000 at a blow. Up to Monday evening °?er subscribed by the time the camresolutiontook occasion to praise' very
a total of $250,000 had been subscribed plgQ clo8e8 8atu_^a.v night,
highly the work. of thir office.
which was increased by $11,300 in genAt the present sessionthe supervisors
oral subscriptionsTuesday and on
also engaged Miss Blanche Post as counG. H.
ty nurse, to care for the health and
Tuesday evening, at a meeting for this
welfare of the school children of Ot
purpose, the followng subscriptions
tawa. Mj»s post’s work is attracting
wjrc made:
the attention of the entire state to Ot
ING WITH THREE FAS- .
Bay View Furniture Co ....... $ 5,000
tawa, and her retention by'the board
8ENGER&
is in accordance with the Will of the
Holland Furnitufe Co ...........$10,000
!

OP IOIT

DID BANDITC START
FROM
FOR JOB?

onm
too^soo*
AND
4% INKREST-

MOW?0

.......

At

Wednesday’s session the- board
voted $25 per month for office help for

,

A|/v«

With the end so near in
r

^

Bltui

sight

the prosecutingattorney’s office. Other
requests by county, officers were allowed. The reports of the finance commit
tee were accepted as were the report? Iof the committee on apportionment.ami
equalizationat the present session.^
-

- --
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TV SPEEDS UP

Contributed

GRAND HAVEN IS BEING URGED
TO BUY MORE LIBERTY
BONDS.
Tribune Says City Is Lagging; Reports

P. S.

'

From Country Very En-

»

BOTER & CO.

go’o'd

*
^
btk^'V^X^tow^c^ve
'.v

CORPS

for The Cause Of Liberty

Grand Haven Tribune—Grand Haven
must hurry to get in under the wire If

'*

MADE

she wishes to finish iu the first class of
the Liberty Loan cities. Reports fiim
the worker today indicate that the city
is lagging a bit in the race to raise the

j

quota. Just why, cannot bo explained
except that perhaps the various .committees have not been bearing down
as hard as they might have done. Wm.
H. Loutit, general city chairman,has
sent out an urgent request to ail committees to co-operate during the . last
week in the supreme effort to keep
Grand Haven in the place she gained
by oversubscribingthe first Liberty
Loan.

Holland has already raised more than
a glimpse of the contents of the
An nspcction of the A. C. Van '•at.h
car.
half of her quota, and is going strong
Baalte Woman 's Relief Corps took
The party asked the way to Grand on the last lap. Grand Bapids has been
place in the G. A. R. rooms WednesRapids nnj Mr. Smith directed them to
day afternoon.
making great strides and U is nbw
Mi.™ 0,
oMhc I
almost certain that the quota will b<

Automobile Owners
REAL NECESSITIES FOR FALL AND WINTER DRIVING

LAP ROBES

j

the

Th« “iee,'nK “•y*”611 "der b/ DZh'o.

I

h.pVned^'be

oversubscribed there.

also be found very comfortable in
Large assortment to select from
and prices reasonable.

and

The reports from the^country disOtttwa
county are particularly encouraging.

ANTI-FREEZE -For RADIATORS

will

home.

tricts in the northern section of

MXr1'’4

Nearly every district is hesponding now
,hc
to the call, and the flying squadrons are
of the inspector. Clara Elferdink and
The party spent. ----some time at the
Mrs. Marv Van Dyke gave reports of center and were seen there by several meeting with the best of sacce«8.a The
men who are giving their time to th®
the district convention held in Allegan
Allendale people, although no particuwork, have been able to convince the
last week. Mrs. Fond complimentedthe
lar notice was taken of them as many
Corns on the excellent work, and 8b« motoring parties go through the place farmers of their duty.
declared that she found the books in every day now.
inn if sa,*Im.enia the city ore now redoublingtheir effortrto bring up thexcellent condition.Mrs. Phillips of
No
one seems -to have noticed the city amount during the final week.
'Bangor gave n patriotietalk. Dainty
number of the machine, which it is
While subscriptions already tamed
refreshments were served.
said was a Wisconsin car with a licin promise well .there is still a long
Mrs. Pond and the local department
ense from that state. In fact nobody way to go to the desired amount the
•officers were entertained at dinner last
thot much of the party until after the hardest sort of work is needed.
evening b*’ Mrs. N. Hofsteen.
hank robberies. It was then discovered
that the meagre description available
F-T CLUB HOLDS MEETING
fitted somewhat with that of the men.
. . ~—
I hers and
the car who visited Grand
FOB 8ALB*-Three 3-months old male
-Two Hundred Attend Gathering In Van Haven.
Raalte
| jt ig iifce]y tj,e bandits, if they hound pups and one 1-year-oldfemale
hound; or will trade for what vou
were the men seen here, drove straight
„ /The Van Raalte P-T club met last to Chicago, and are lost in that city.
feunvllle.
ipvening for the first gathering of the
j-RMon. About 250 were present.Dur-ng the business session reports were
./given and new committees were ap{Niflted. It was also decided to pur-ehase two hundred song books to
mod for community singing by
You will receive a call within the next few weeks from one of oar men- ’

y

By

couraging.

.ecuri «

eome under the wire 8.turd.y he mo'
nigh, wdth a elcur rerord. A Htlie
more extra work is needed and the jobs were puleld by the same gang.
enthusiasmthat the sight of complete
Early Friday morning a Ford car
success has engenedered is expected to
with the curtains on, was unloaded
eirry Holland even beyond the goal.
from the Milwaukee boat in that city
But victory has not yet been reached
and the owners took the machine to the
and Holland cannot be certain until Smith garage where it was stocked
the goal is attained; so the committee
with 15 gallons of gasoline. There
is urging everybody to put on every
were three men in the party, according
ounce of steam now and make it count.
to Mr. Smith, and one of them was unusually tall. He states that he could
INSPECTION
identify two of the men were he to
catch a glimps of them again.
OF RELIEF
When the tank was filled the car immediately departed two of the men
LOCAL ORGANIZATION IS FOUND riding in the front seat and one in the
rear, which was apparentlypacked
IN EXCELLENT CONDIwith goods of some sort, ail covered up
TION.
and the garage proprietor could nbt
|

o

NORTH PART OF COUN

I

as

BASY PAYMENTS-

public.

Grand Haven Tribune—Did the. bank
bandits, who blew up the vaults in the
Alto and Middlevillc banks, early BatiHellaud Furnace Co .............
$80,000
.
. urdny morning securing over $30,000 in
In addition to that it is expected I i6ot» 8tart their whirlwind trip from
that there will be a number of otherI Grand Haven f That is the question
which Grand Haven people are asking
subscriptionsfrom Holland factories
themselves, and which SheriffDornbos
and a number either have materially is trying to solve.
increasedtheir amounts or are about
At Middlevillc one woman appears
to be the only person who can tell auv"to do this.
thing about the robbery. Looking out
At the meeting held Tuesday night
of her house she saw a closed Ford car
‘ Sergeant Nightengale of Toronto and
standing near the bank building Sat' Clay Hollister of Grand Rapids gave
urday morning early. One man was
-very impressive talks. Sergeant Night
pacing across the street from the bank
'engale
told
of
his
experiences
in
-411 flllU tl
and there appeared to be three iu the

- Limbert FurnitureCo.,.
$10,000
- A. H. Landwehr ....................
$20,000

•w.v.

UP.

Prevents water from freezing and waiting
your radiator. Mixed half and half with
water gives protection down to 16 degrees
below zero. Does not evaporate.

. .

,

- -
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School.

Farmers

NOTICE!

Merchants

dob.

The following program was given bv
some of the children: Bong, “A Vow*’

by the Sixth grade; recitation,Harold
Mokma; recitation, Lester Evink; play,
^

‘Story of Columbus," 5th grade; recitation, Donald Winter; recitation.Gerrit Jongsma; reading, Edward Ouder-

menleo.

'

After this program, community singing led by C. De Koster. An enthusiastic talk on the Liberty Loan was given
by Henrv Geerlings.
A social time was enjoyed while
and coffee were served.

las,

Anti-Draft Shield

TiraChains^;^

Non-Skid
year

in

which

to

buy your

No man can afford to

shortage is

in sight,

tires

flirt with

chains

so purchase now

Bn*

ThOMWho

Tin Savors cm
"

J

war

layuptMr

tot wtntor, shook!

Hut root name, locationon'.tie mip, end . lot of
other
which onr men wUI uk .re correctly eiv- Wn
you plenie glee them the facts|when the, ell? They .111 fell you ril e'
hoot the Directory,howjt mey he Kcured, end nil courtoiee ehown them

°'

w»£oo

^
Spatial SatoSSaSs
r

$3.95

“““O**.

com.

in

wd

tnqutn. W.Uutoritowyon what

to b.

will be greatly appreciated.

WILMER ATKINSON COMPANY,
Publishersof The Farm Journal, Philadelphia,Pa.

Local Manager, M.

E. Straup, 324 Murray Bldg., ‘.Grand Rapids,

STAR AUTO CO.
25-27 W.

7 th

St

M

'

we
information>r

We want

bM

death

IHr”1

but a practical.and|complete
Directory such as every dty has.

sSsrerS

JUML

-

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
VOLUME FOETY-arr

October 25, 1917

NUMBBB

FIRST PAYMENT TO
CUT OUT CANDY
BE THURSDAY
TO CONSERVE
PURCHASERS OF LIBERTY BONDS
MUST OOME ACROSS
THEN.

48

HOPE COLLEGE

GRADUATE IS A

_

SUGAR SUPPLY

BIG

MAH

GRACE CHURCH SUNDAY SCHOOL BRITISH GOVERNMENT DBLEGAT* j
ED HIM TO PREPARE AND PUBTAKES TIHS ACTION AT SESLISH AN ARABIC GRAMSION SUNDAY.
.

The Liberty Loan committee announces to all persons who have signed up promisingLiberty Bonds that
Grace church Sunday School took a
the first payment must be in on ThursRev. John Van Ess who some fourday and not later than Friday. Bv step Sunday in the food conservation
first payment is meant the part of campaign which the leaders hope will teen years ago was ono of the tallest

MAR.

Many
summer
for new

beautiful pianos have been returned

rental or taken in exchange
Player,

from

payment

in part

Grand and Upright pianos. All are

offered without reserve.

$240

Prices range from $40 to
These pianos,
are

in spite of the

low range of prices,

Musical worth, and are guaranteed in perplaying order.

all of

fect

Easy Monthly Payments may be arranged.

the money the government demands
as a cash payment. In some cases this
is two per cent of the total, when the
government plan is used; in other
eases it is ten per rent of the total.
Whatever the amount, it should he in
not later than Friday. On that day
the committeehas to 'send in the money to the government and the government does not grant any extensions of

practice.

*

HOLLAND SOLDIERS
BUY LIBERTY BONDS

17 West 8th Street

Holland, Michigan

tertain ment

and in that it hopes

D

Not only are the hoys in camp offering their lives to Uncle Sam but in
addition they are doing more and offeiing their money also. Carroll Van
Ark writes home to his mother that
he is one of a troop of 95 men, each

is estimated that

TAKE THIS HOME

The Greatest Musical Comedy Ever

UKELELEE

ELOPERS”

“TH72
AUSPICES

-

HOLLAND

Benefit of

F. 0. E.

Members

at

The Front

AND TRY

ON YOUR

IT

Canton a canner
name was Sandy.

In far
lived, his

Who canned all the ginger in the town. He was so
very handy.
- The Coppers pinched
him. and he said when he
said when he took a nip of
brandy.

100 Local People in Cast 100
“What

can a canny canner
can, if he can’t can Canton
candy.”

Director - F* A. Ogden

KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE
Tues.

and Wed.

30 and 31

Oct.

When you have it well
learned, go to the
STUDIO and leave an order for your ChristmasPho-

LACEY

tos.

Studio
A

BETTER POSITION

Prepare for a better position. The commercial world
needs your services at this time. We cannot meet the demand
for qualifiedstenographersand bookkeepers.
We have the best courses and equipment to be found in
this section of the country, and our courses are taught by expert teachers,insuring a maximum of efficiency You will also
have the prestige of the Churchill Business Inslitute, of Grand
Rapids, Michigan, back of you if you attend this school,
which insures a good position when the course is completed.

19 East 8th

St.

FAREWELL

BID SOLDIERS

Reception Is Given In Honor of George
E.

Verburg Friday Evening.

'

the mission fields of Arabia! as a missionary of the Reformed church.

Ha

now in this country ou a' furlough
and will make Holland several visit!
during his stay in this country.

Ho

is a linguist of unusual ability.

His grasp of the Arabic languageis so
thorough that he speaks it like a native. His standing in that respeet U
proven by the fact that, at the request
of the British government, he recently

prepared and published a Grammar
of the Spoken Arabic of Mesopatamla”, that it might be used in prepara(<

tion for the administration of tha territory of Iraq in British occupation.

This book was published recently by
conservation headquarters at Washington with a view of having the officials the University Press at Oxford.
Mr. Van Ess Is, moreovera missionthere recommend it to the rest of the
nation.
ary statesman. of recognized influence
It is not proposed by Grace church
ami ability. In the days of Turkish
to do away with the Christmasenterdominion in Arabia none could deal
tainment. The entertainment will be
with the turk better than he. Binea
held as usual and the pupils will be
given mitx uud fruits but the candj the British occupation he haa been tha
will bo left out. There is great need tmsted adviser of the Brltiih and tha
to conserve sugar and the cutting down
Arabs, who were confronted with tha
on candy is one of the best methods
now conditions and problemsthat tha
of doing this.

of whom has subscribedfor liberty
bunds most of them to the amount of
—
$150. On one ranch where fifteen men
arc stationed the total amount sub Fire Truck Record Goes
scribed was $2,15(1.In the troop of 95
Far Beyond its Guarantee
men the total was $10,000.
Pile plan on which the soldiers subThe AmericanLa Franco fire truck
scribe is to let the government retain
did more than was expectedof it at
half their pay each month until the
the public demonstration Saturday aftbonds are paid for.
ernoon. The truck went from the onOTTAWA WIFE SLAYER
gin<5 house to the scene of the demonGOES ON TRIAL IN MONTH stration at the corner of Central and
Ernest Kolberg, aged Grand Haven Eighth, first going the length of 8th
townshipfarmer who is charged with street to the 1\ M. depot, in two
murderinghis wife at their home near minutes and twelve seconds. This inGrand Haven last month, will be cluded starting up the machinery and

--

The Seasons Event

to

conserve the sugar supply.

as a rule each
child receives about from a half a
time.
pound to a poudd candy nt Christmas time. If all the Sunday Schools
TWO BIRD BOYS OF SAUGATUCK ARE PROMOTED in the l nited States should cut out
candy at the Christmas celebrationsit
Reports from Camp Custer bring the would mean a enormous saving in sonews that Cary M. Bird of Bnugatuck gar.
has been made corporal of Company K.
Grace church will attempt to interJohn Bird, also of Saugatuek,has est the other Sunday schools in Holbeen rated gunner's mate at Wakefield, land in the plan, and it is expected
Mass. He has charge of the 500 yard that the movement will spread to other
rifle range, and Boston papers state he cities as well. A report of what is to
won special commendation at recent bo done here may be sent to the food
target

Meyer's Music House

ho imitated not only by all the other athletes in Hope and waa quite a faSunday Schools in Holland but In other vorite with his fellow atudeuta at tha
places as well. The school decided to local institutionhas made a name for
eliminate candy from the Christmas on- himself since h’ie ten years’ atay in

'

o

-

issues of the great war thrust upoa

them.

British authorities and Arab

sheikhs come to him for advice on im-

portant problems connectedwith

re-

construction of territorywrested from
the

Turk.

x

In the npec&l emergencies that arose
ns a consequence of the great war, Mr.
Van Ess received notice from Oonitaatinople, from the American ambassador
there, of his appointmentas acting U.
8. consul at Busrah. This is of vqpy
rare occurrence in the life of a mis*
sinoray and it is forbidden under ordinary circumstances. This ease, howplaced on trial during the next term of
everything that is included ordinarily ever, was so exceptional that Mr. Vaa
court which opens November 12. There
Ess was permitted to render this speat a fire.
are 18 other criminal cases on the cal
cial service to tho government. During
Moreoverthe machine was bought on that period the rather startlingexperendar, 24 civil cases, 10 chancery, 10 divorce cases and 11 cases in which no the guarantee that it would throw 350 ience of having a German spy, in tha
progress has been made for a year.
gallons while it came near doing twice person of n woman, visit Buarah with
tho evident intention of securing the
as well. Following arc the figuresof
copy of tho United States code, the
the demonstration.These figures are possession of which would have beea
»
according to the standards of the In- of great value to Germany at that time
Mildred Mellon of Douglas and Leon- ternational Board of Underwritersof This spy was apprehendedand if now
ard Truax of Pcnnville wore married New ^ork and are considered highly confined in ono of the British prisons
in
«
at Allegan.
reliable, since the requirements of this
During the period in which the war
The couple went to Grand Rapids to
concern are stringent:
swept thru souther Mesopotamia,Mr,
spend the day, returning to Fetinville
Van Ess and his associateswere in a
One
1-iu.
nozzle
and
one
%-in.
nozin the evening to the home of his parvery dangerousposition. To the quet*
ents, where there was waiting for them zle threw 527 gallons 200 feet; one IVk
a tine throe course luncheon served by inch nozzle threw 1174 gallons 200 ft. tion whether it might not be a wise
move to leave Busrah they gave decidthe bridegroom 's mother. They went
This was at the hotel corner with city ed negative answer. Ho and the other
to Douglas later in the evening, where
they will make their home for the water pressure. At the dock the 1-in. missionaries of tho Reformed church
present with the bride 's mother, Mrs. and the % in. nozzles threw 532 gal remained at their post of duty. There
is no doubt of tho fact that prompt
Mary Mellon.
Ions in two lines of 200 feet, and the action on the part of Mr. Van Ess at
The bride was born and educated in
1%-in. nozzle threw 392 gallons 200 ono stage of tho developments,was
Douglas aii,| is ong of the. most popular
feet.
Ths was without city pressure instrumental in saving his life and
young ladies of the village, while the
groom was one of Fennville’a promin- showing that the machine can throw that of tho other missionaries together with those of tho native Christians
ent young men.
more water without the pressure than during those dangerous two days of
with it. This is due to the fact that anarchy that intervened between the
in the lake the supply is unlimited and evacuation of Busrah by the Turk and
TER
comes ns fast as the machine can pump the occupation by tho British.

DOUGLAS GIRlIn"

SURPRISE WEDDING

India.

WILL MAKE THE WIN’S_WORK COUNT
Eli/abeth SchuylerHamilton, D. A.

it.

SOLDIERS ADDRESS STUDENTS

Record of the 1% nozzle high pressure:
pump pressure, 300 pounds; noz- Former College Boys Tell of Ufa I&
mer
vacation
on
Thursday
at
the
home
A farewell reception was given FriGamp.
day evening in honor of George K. Ver- of Mrs. Martha Robins with Mrs. Ja- zle pressure,203 pounds.
burg at the home of his parents, 344 cob Van I'littcn,Jr., the newly elected
Monday morning in Winants Chapel
Lincoln Avenue. The evening was regent, presiding.
Pvt. Taylor of Canadian Army the faculty and student body of Hope
New uay and evening classes Oct- 22. Enter our night
spent with games and music and will
The Regent's greeting to members Thrills Students with Talk College were addressed by Corporal
.ong ho remembered by those present
school if you are not in a position to attend day school. At
of
the chapter appealed to their patrioRalph Kortcllngand Corporal Fred
As a token of esteem Mr. Verburg was
any rate, it costs nothing to write us; or call up and let Mr.
Friday a. in a surprise awaited the Voss, two mormcr members of the Sepresented with a beautifulwrist watch tism and showed several lines of work
Churchill explain our courses to you.
High school students. After the usual nior dess who enlisted in the U. 8.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Win . in which they could do their bit.
devotional exercises, Principal U. E. 'cavalry at the outbreak of the war,
Kiting, Mw. and Mrs. Win. Vredouburg
... ;• ,, , ...
...... ..... — -«• The program for the afternoon took
Both men gave interestingtalks on
Minnie Vando Water, MargaretHr!, eerDrew introduced to the Student body
their varied experiences in Ohio, Texas
horn, Marie aloes, Jennie Hpvkhoven, ,l"' form ,,f vn,‘a,,"n ,n fhar«c
Private William Taylor, a diminutive Georgia and Virginia. At present they
and Mrs. Og
Winnie Smallegan, Mona Coombs, Ma ,of Miss Florence
........ Cotton
.
........
Canadian
soldier hoy, who has recently are in Holland for a short time in orr:e Tubcrgon,
Prins,
Anna I'rins,, gel who told of their travels in the
- , Allie
..........
, ..............
seen service in “No-Man’s Land” in der to visit friends at Hope. There is
a possibilitythat they will soon leave
B"! !h;:
France. Mr. Taylor related to the stuHerman Kiekintveld, Jake IMuim, liar V1 10,1 1 rov,,,encp’ K- h n,,,1 Mrs- °K dent body some of the growsomo scenes for Franco with their troop which ia
now stationed at Newport News, Va.
ry Aldus, Andrew llegnerus, William «el»
Newhurg, and Kingswhich ho has witnessed while in ser- an importantembarkationpoint.
Shcerliom'and Peter Wiersum. Re ton,
‘‘ N.
'T Y.
^
r*< — :o:
vice, and of the terrible atrocities that
freshmentswere served after which
Several historicplaces of specialinROBINSON
DISTRICT
Top floor over Peters
the Company adjournedbidding Mr.
Citz. Phone 1619.
have been committedby the Germans
terest were made very real by their
MAKES BIG SHOWING IN
VerBurg godspeed.
5 and 10c store
in Belglums. Then he described how it
LIBERTY CAMPAIGN
Mr. Verburg is with Co. D. 45th Inf. descriptions.
was the students’ duty to buy liberty
at Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Did., and
The daughters have been working the
Alber* Gale and Burton Hanson, of
left to join his troop last Sunday past summer, nltho not meeting in reg- bonds, no matter how small the denomGrand Haven, and Cbas. Moll and MarNo bids will be received unless ac- evening and in the near future go to ular session.Three sets of knitted ination of the bond.
kus Freh, of Robinson Townahip,cancompanied, under separate cover, by front.
Ho said “Buy Liberty Bonds until vassed School DistrictNo. 3, of Robingarments have been sent to the navy
certified check for the sum of $200 payo
league to be used in the destroyer Paul it hurts your poeketbook, the boys in ’’on Tuesday, October 16th, in the interable to the Board of Public Works,
Jones. This boat has a crew of 65 men the trenches are fighting until it hurts, ests of the second Liberty Loan Bond
which shall be forfeited should bidder
If awarded the contract fail to enter
and the chapters of Michigan are to so it is up to you to supply the money Campaign.
GOES TO
Eighteen farmers were called on and
Foundry Helpers, Machin- contract within time specified in the
furnish them with knitted garments for their support.”
sixteen Liberty Bonds sold. The other
specifications.
The steamer Eugene Hart has been
Mr. Taylor is a little fellow, a mere two are good prospects. One desired to
ists, Grinders, Laborers.
The Board of Public Works reserves sold by the Hamilton estate to New and other comforts. The sum of $12.65
boy
in size. He enlisted at Toronto, make arrangementspersonallywith the
has
been
collected
and
sent
to
the
wife
the right to reject anv and all bids.
Vork parties to be used in coastwise
Ideal working conditions.
It. 6. Champion,
trade on the Atlantic. E. J. Jinx of of the American Ambassador in France Canada, August 25, 1914, and saw first bank tho other suggesting that a call
Good chance for advanceSuperintendent.
New York represented • the buyers. to be used for the French children. It service in the trenches April 15, 1915. be made several days later so that he
could think the proposition over and
Capt. L. Brittain took the Hart with
ment.
is also the plan of the Holland chapter After being wounded so severely that try to figure out a way to handle a
Liberty Bond excepted the same as the tug Meyers to Milwaukee on Tuesbond.
•ash for Mens’, and Boys’ Clothing,
where it will go in dry dock for to pack a box of jelly to be used as he was unfit for further servile after
Holland Furnace Co. Shoes, and Furnishings. .1. J. Kutgers day
Consideringthe poor crops of this
leaving
the
hospital,
he
was
honorably
overhauling and repairs.
hospital supplies and sent to the
year and that the farmers in this disCo.
The
Hart
was
purchased by the late Navy League. Mrs. Merrick Ilanchctt discharged from the Canadian Army.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
.......
— ^ * m*rn
trict are not blessed with very much
Capt. W. 1). Hamilton shortly before
of this world’s ’goods” the above is
FOR SALE — A No. 3 burner oil stove his death for use on the Saugatuek- will have chare of this and all the
memlters are requested to bring their
At the first billiardtournament of a remarkableshowing — one School Diswith oven, 50 feet of gradon hose Chicago run, but with the death of the donations as soon as possible.
Class B in Palace Billiard hall J. Terp trict No. 3 should be very proud of.
BIDS WANTED—
used one season, wash boiler, garden Captain the plan was abandoned and
They are also going to give sailors stra defeated J. Meyer by a score of
rake, cook stove, etc. Cheap for cash. the boat has been lying idle at the the pleasure of having something to
Sealed proposal will be received by
75 to 57, and C. Serier- won over K.
A member of the state livestocksan295 W. 18th St. city. E. R. Nyland. Hamilton Lumber and Coal company read and have established a clipping
the Board of Public Works of the City
Puphus by a score of 75 to 49.
itary commissionsaid this week that
o
dok at that place,
of Holland, Michigan, at their office in
bureau which provides short articles
The second game of the tournament seed corn will probably be worth
Attorney Arthur Van Duren was one
:o:
the City Hall until 7:30 P. M. on Monfrom magazinesand newspapersto be will be pulled off Wednesday evening per bushel next spring.
of
thelegal
lights
In
Grand
Rapids
Friday, October 29th, 1917, for the con1 The Peoples Garage sold a new Dort collectedand sent to them.
when J. Hooker will meet L. Daily,
'car to Miss M. Loomis of Fennville. The boys at Camp Custer
___ ,v. will come
struotlonof a brick building on the lot day.
and F. Schrocdcr will play L. Hanson. All Royal Neighbors are requested Mrs. Lucy Bertsch was a Grand Rapimmediately in rear of the City Hall.
Mrs. A. Kuite who has been visiting jin Tor a share of their time and they Games will be played every WednesPfans and specifications may be seen ids visitorFriday afternoon and even- friendsin Chicago and in Decatur, Ind., * with other organizationswill knit 'day and Friday evening. The games of to be present at an important business
meeting to be held Thursday evening,
ing.
it.

4

SIMPLIS BUSINESS COLLEGE

held its first meeting after the sum-
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at the office of the Board.

o

home.

________

sweaters for pur boys.

Glass A will soon also start.

October 25.
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REFUSE CAR FOR USE
MANY ATTEND CONVENOF COUNTY NURSE
TION IN HOLLAND
Three Holland Men Favorable; Proposi-

By a

tion Loot

Martiu Dykcm took the iaterurban
for Grand Rapids Friday.
Ji P. Morgan and company Thursday
.

subscribed for $25,000,000
bends.

in

Liberty

Beka Kramer, Martha Kramer, Mrs.
Bert Wright, Mrs. John H. Garveling,

Herman uKramer.
Mrs. D. E. Landig of Portland, Ore.,
arrived in Holland to spend the winter \vith her mother, Mrs. L. M. Ederle.
. Mrs. John S. Kress was
in Grand
Bapids Friday.
•Miss Myrtle Beach was a Grand Bapids visitorFriday.
Prof. J. B. Nykerk has been in Battle Creek for a few days.
Attorney Raymond Visscher was in
Grwid Bapids Friday on business.
Mrs. George Hess visited in Zeeland
Friday.
Mrs. M. J. Cook visited in Grand
- Bapids Friday.
Mrs. Sam Miller took the interurban
for Grand Bapids Friday.
John Boone made a business trip to
Grand Rapids Friday.
^Qtto Cohan returned from Chicago

17 to 9

Vote.

The Sunday School workers of the

ChristianReformed denominations
from all over Michigan gathered i«
Holland Thursday to attend the Mich-

The Board of supervisorsmay not be igan State Sunday School convention
of that denominationin the Central
able to close up the October session today as had been expected but the Avenue church. In spite of the rain
all the meetingswere well attended,
rush of business may hold the county
and the gathering Thursday night was
solons over at the county seas until
an especiallysuccessful one. Eightynext week. In fact it is possible that
three delegates representing46 Sunday
two days of next week may be requirSchools attended.

ed to finish up the business.

The board d>*I>o*ed of the road ap-

Next year’s convention will be held
in Alpine Avenue church, Grand Rap-

propriation matter at Fridays’ session,

ids. New officer'sare: President, Rev.
but there are various things referred to J. Van Loukhuysen of Grand Rapids:
different committees which will have to vice presidents,Rev. E. J. Tanis and

be considered in open board before the William Stuart of Grand Rapids; secrefinal disposal of the matter is made.
tary and treasurer,Rev. Henry Beets
At Thursday'ssession the board re- of Grand Rapids. Rev. M. Van Vessom

COMMON COUNCIL

Fred Roseboom, 28th 8t do
80.00
(Official)
Abe Nauta, electrician
60.78
Holland, Mich., Oct. 17, 1917 *• P. DeFeyter, line foreman
45.20
The Common Council met in regular ses- Chas. Ter Beek, lineman
42.94
sion and was called to order by the Mayor. Wm. Dickaon, do
36.10
Henry
Looman,
do
Present: Mayor Vanderslula, Alda. Ver
48.70
Schure,I’rlns,Drinkwater,Hrieve, Brink, Guy Pond, elec, meterraan
46.23
Chas.
Vo*,
meter
tester
30.15
Lawrence,Dobben, Dykstra, Wiersema, VanWm. Wlnstrom,stork keeper
42.60
derlistand the Clerk.
80.25
The minutes of the last meetingwere read Martin Kammeraad. tronbleman
Lane Kamerling,water inspector
45.05
and approved.
Sam Althuia. water meterman
31.65
Petitions and Accounts
18.60
John L. Muhina petitioned for permission 8. Danhof, labor
City
Treasurer,
A.
Johnson
advance
8.90
to, move a new garage from Zeeland to the
H.
Cook,
labor
11.40
Corner of River and 17th street.
F. Zylman, do
2.70
Granted.
City Treaa., J. Regnerus advance
2.70
Standing CommitteesBaports
2.70
The committeeon claims and accounta,re- F. Oppeneer,labor
W
Haight,
do
16.65
ported having examined the following
J Althuia, do
8.50
claims and recommended payment of same:
6.60
R. Overweg, clerk
$70.84 City Treasurer, B. Wanrooy advance
Josie Van Zanten. clerical
17.68
Alfred C. Joldersma, city clerk
27.00
Travelers
Ins,
Co.,
insurance
68.94
Chas. McBride,city Atty.
27.08
Hankow Tea Co., coffee
.72
U. Appledorn,treosurer
30.17 A. Peters^ supplies
C. \V. Nibbelink. asaessor
2.25
02.60
M. Prakken,services
12.50 Adams ExpressCo., express
3.82
Jerry Boerema, Janitor
43.75 Boomers & Smeenge, labor
164.70
John Vanden Berg, poor ffirector
21.00 T. Keppels Sons, cement
9.20
Jennie Ranters, librarian
37.50 Bennett Fuel & re Co., coal
218.39
K. Huurma, thcam work
111.80 The Kilo Elec. Meter Co., meters o«.o-»
34.84
Boone Bros., do
20.15 Bourbon Copper & Brass Works, nuts 36.00
Fred Lohuis, do
46.80 Cits. TelephoneCo. rental and toll 13.20
(I. Van ilnafteii, do
50.38 Vauuell
Aldworth, adhesive
.20
H. P. Zwemer, do
48.10
.14
<KP! Pr„B.,y & Cltrki fuKe ffi'igs,
8. Plaggenhoef, do
04.68 VanDyke
Hdw. Co., supplies
.25
8. Nibbelink, do
30.55 Henry R. Brink, supplies
.75
A. AiJeriiik.labor
30.55 G. Buis, repairs
1.95
B. Coster, do
32.40 Fris Book Store, supplies
1.70
Wm. Roelofs,do
32.40 Harden Auto_ Co., repairs
1.05
J. VanderPloeg,do
32.40
iop & Raffenaud, do
3.20
B. liockstra. do
29.12
Wm. Ten Brinke, do
26.08 Herman DeFouw. receptacles
0. J. Ten Brinke, do
20.64
Harr.' De Neff, do
32.00
Y. Dykema, do
22.80 Miss Jennie Prakken, serviees at fair 6.00
3.18
O. Van Wieren, do
21.90 Kardux & Karsten,
J. .V an Dis, filing
25
A. Vander Hel, do
22.80
Uerrit Kvink, do
15.60 P.*™ u-l, Bui u"8 |uPP,y Co1 H*"d 12.60
0 rover Welch, do
21.45 Page Woven \\ ire Fence Co., fenee 262.40
Albert Zuidema,do
13.50 Carbolmeum Wood Preserving Co
preser
Wm. I'atbuis, do
25.73
25.90
H. S- hcpcl. do
25.65 Board of Publie Works, signs
3.92
II. Wassink, do
24.45 Wagner Elect. Mfg. Co., brushes
.70
W. J. Orabb, do
20.40 Ender Coal & Coke Co., coal
516.14
Pere
Marquette
R.
R.
Co.
freight
11. Beckman, do
24.30
540.62
J. Haasjes, do
25.05 Klaas Buurma. team and gravel
10.58
Standard Oil Co., gasoline
12.09 u'0,l,LuJ‘‘.r,‘ Lum' Co- lumber
411.46
•1,U; Tele. Co., telegrams
James Kole, supplies
0.35
1.85
John Nics Sous, supplies
1.10 Bolhius Lum. Sc Mfg. Co. lumber
67.58
De Free Hdw. Co., do
1.18 H0n0nf
Div. lamps
245.31
Adams KxpressCo., express
.35 Holland City News, printing'
21.50
l>. k.rsrhbraun, analysis
6.00 len. Klee Co., of Mich., range
87.75
Mec
Appliance
Co.,
meter
parft
People Oarage, supplies
6.10
9.76
Western Llee. Co., wire
EngineeringPub. Co., subscription
2.00
730.27
C. East, labor
3.00 City of Holland, rity taxes
6,761.91
Carl T. Bowen, city engineer
70.83
Jacob Zuidema,ass’t engineer,
50.00
Holland Scavenger& Garbage Co., la.
3.50,
Carried^
ordpr'',l i^sed.4 03
Tyler Van Landegetid, supplies
18.05
P. 11. Reed, garage rent
3.00
Yonker Plumbing Sc Heating Co. waste 1.50
The plan to be followed as set forth
Peter J. Rycenga, record, deeds
2.33 by Mr. Champion is found below:
DanistraBros., sewer connection 141.00
Holland, Mich., October 16, 1917
C. W. Mills Paper Co.,
8.50

«

v

been paid will be $9,663.06. The eorre*
spondin ^figure in the light fund ia
I believe it ia compatible with public
interest, both local and national, that

some

of these funds be invested in Lib-,
erty bonds.
It would appear no more than just
that, when in a time such as this when
the American citizens of all classei are
being urged to invest in Liberty bonds
even tho it may entail some temporary
sacrifice,the public, as such, shonld also
invest in Liberty bonds, especiallyso ;
when it may be done with available
funds on hand.
I would suggest, therefore,that the
Board recommend to the Council that
the City Treasurerbe authorized to
invest in Liberty bonds $5,000 out of
the funds belonging to the electric
Hgia fund and also $5,000 out of the
funds being held to the credit of the
water fund. '
Respectfully submitted,
R. B. Champion, Superintendent.
On motion of Aid. Dyk*tr*.
q., . 0nif.d'.th,t the «eoonjend»tlonof
aupt. thlmpion aa *pproved by the Botrd
be and the lame ia hereby approvedand or-

fued to purchase a motor car for the of Zeeland declined the office of secreuse of the county nurse in making her tary and treasurer which he has held
dered carried into effect.
Carried.
way around the county. The petition for several years.
The Board of Public Work* reported that
*t a meeting, held Oct. 16. 1917, the recomwas made by the nurse upon the filing
At the morning session, after the u*!an
as °h
8upt' that th*
ot
of her report to the board earlier in the nal preliminaries,an address of welfU, ain
10.46
beth*,traniferred
from,um
Water
session and was referred to a special come was delivered by Rev. B. H. Enthj
“P"
8iDkii1* Fund
10
the Wafer^Fu^f16"
Water Fund was
approved
and the
The Misses Jean Bazaan and Ger- committee. The committee reported ink, pastor of the church in which the
Council requested to authorise the transfer.
Adopted and the transfer ordered.
trude Hieftje were Grand Rapids visi- favorablyon the matter and recomconvention was held. The business
The Botrd of Public Works reported that
tor Saturday.
*t a meeting, held Oct. 16. 1917/ the Oity
Mrs. George
Browning and mended the purchase of the car, buf meeting was held and the "Cradle
Engineerpresented plans, apeclflcationiand
sSJi™,*** °/ C0,.t » sanitarysewer in
daughter Miss Grace, were Grand Rap- the whole business was referred back Roll” was given by the Broadway
to the committee for reconsideration.Sunday School.
ifi.h
1,10 Pre,en* «ewer in
ids visitors Friday.
16 h street to 17th street, thence west on
Herman Van Tongeren who has been Again the committee reported that
,tr.eel R* Cleveland Ave. thence south
At the afternoon session four ad
in Cleveland Ave. to 24th street at an estiserving on the Traverse jury at Grand had reconsidered the proposition caredresses
were
given:
"The
Psalm
or
fully
and
again
recommended
that
the
mate
of cost were approved by the Board
Rapids for the past ten days is thru
and referred to the Common Council with
mil-; his work there as the jury has nurse be furnished with a Ford car.
Song Service in the Sabbath School,”
the request for authority to purchase ma
When the matter came to a vote the by Rev. E. J. Tuuk, Holland;"Trainl€rlAI.
been dismissed. Van returnedhome
motion to accent the committee’srecOn motion of Aid. Wiersema.
Friday evening.
ing of Teachers for Sabbath School
The plans, specificationsand estimate of
Bob Lacey, who with his wife and ommendation was lost by the follawng
cost were adopted and ordered filed in the
babjr, have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. vote: Yeas — Ossewaarde,Cline, Loutit, Work,” (in Holland language) by B. J.
r «rv !„.0,®ce. f,or. ,mIb,lcinspection and the
Clerk instructedto give notice that the Com
G. A- Lacey the past few days, has left VanAnrfloy, Northous, Lillie, Nibbelink Bennink, Holland; "Sabbath School
mpn Council and the Board of ublic Works
DeKoeyer
and
Kleyn.
Nays—
Veldnmn,
on a business trip that will take him
Literature,” Rev. J. Dolfm, Muskegon;
will meet at the Council rooms on Friday
Uwngh the Eaat. On his return Mrs. Chittiek,Brown, Quigley, Schmidt, "The Rural Sabbath School,” (in Ho!
November 9. 1917, at 7:30 P. M. to consider
any suggestions or objections that may be
lAcey and baby will accompany him to Huizenga,Yutema, Luidens, Henevelt,
Averill Tripp Ellis, Hambleton, Lub- land language), Rev. L. J. Lamberts,
tiw home in Chicago, *
sewer th8 conB,ruction ot Mid proposed
Ban F. Pagelsen has been having bers, VanderWarf, Van Dyke and Roek East Saugatuck. At this sessiona vioThe Board of Public Works reported that
at a meeting, held Oct. 18, 1917, the City
wcndarfulsuccess in speakingin Liblin solo was given by Miss Gertrude
G. J. Yonker,
3-1.00
To the Honorable, the Board of Public Engineerpresented plans, specificationsand
ertj Loan meetings in German districts
GET-TOestimate of cost for the construction of a
Wanrooy, a vocal solo by Miss Sadie Chas. 8. and Mary P. Dutton, refund 59.73
of the county. One night this week Mr.
J. 11. Smith Coal Co.,
199.66
°f Ho,laud’ Mich- *2nH,r.y«,*?rer1
ln “*P|0 Ave- from 19th to
Lanting, and a vocal solo by Win. Pen- MarquetteR. R. Co., frt. 120.34 Gentlemeir-he
22nd streets,in 21st street from Maple to
Pagelsen addresseda meeting at the
hirst Avenues and in 22nd street from Ma
14.20
Brouwer. The question box was con Sentinel Pub Co.,
Laehman school district in Chester
pI|triSme, ^aetit‘e of a great niany
Holland City News,
32.25 Public
t0.ul e,tlm»tod coat
Utilities, who are able to do so,
township, Before the meeting had con- FORWARD MOVEMENT CLUB EN- ducted by Rev. B. H. Einink.
$451,864, and that the plans and estimate of
W. O. Van Eyck, envelopes 10.87
to subscribe for Liberty Bonds for their cost were approved by the Board and re
cluded Mx. Pagelsen had subscriptions TERTAINED AT HOME OF MB.
Mrs. J. Hoerma.
1.11
At the evening session the Central Harry Mouw,
12.50 employees, giving the latter certain ex- ferred to the Common Council with the refor two thousand dollars in Liberty
AND MRS. N. BOSCH
quest for authority to pureftasematerial.
Avenue orchestra and a chorus of six
tended tune of payment somewhat easBonds. — Grand Haven Tribune.
Ou motion of Aid. Wiersema.
$2027.41
local churches furnished the music. Rev.
ier
than
the
plans
afforded
by
the
FedTo insure the owner of a private
The plans specificationsand ‘estimate of
The Forward Movement club held its P. J. Hoekenga, of Grand Rapids, in
Allowed and warrantsordered issused.
cost were adopted an orderedfiled in the
eral Government or the banks.
shaving cup kept in a barber shop that annual Get-TogetherMeeting Friday
The committeeon poor reported presents office for public Inspection and the
charge of the movement for religious
While the employeesof this depart- Clerk
he is its only user there has been in- evening. Members and their wives
ing Hie report of the Director of Poor, statwork among the soldiers, gave an elo- ing they had rendered temporaryaid for the ment are in the service of the public Clerk instructed to give notice that the
vented a paper cap to Cover it which were entertained at the home of Mr.
Common Council and Board of Public Works
quent address on "The Sins of the Na- two weeks ending Oct. 17, 1917, amount and perhaps, theoretically speaking arc will meet at the Council rooms on Friday.
cannot be removed without breaking and Mrs. N. Bosch, West Twelfth St. tions of the Scourge of the War.”
mg to $78.00.
not entitledto any consideration over Nov. 9 1917, at 7:80 P. M., to consider any
the
* The occasion was a most delightfulone
Aid. Kammeraadhere appeared and took
suggestions or objection that may be mad*
At
noon
all
the
visiting
delegates
and
above any citizen, it would appear to the construction of said proposedsewer.
bis
seat.
Oscar Nystrom of the Holland Furn- for the members and their wives. Miss
The. Committeeon Public Lighting reportwere
taken
on
an
automobile
tour
thru
me that they should not, because of •fta!tlc « Koo,,?^, reP°rtod the collectionof
ace Co. left for Cedar Bapids, Iowa, Frances Bosch gave a reading, "Hicked recommending that a street lamp be being public employees, lose certain ad- $0.85 officers fees, and presentedTreasurwhere he is aiding John Kola to put ory Dock”, Mrs. J. Van Peursem play- the city. The ride lasted an hour.
placed on 17th street, between River and
er s receipt for the amount.
:o:
vantages which they would have if the
Pine Avenue,
up a large branch of the Holland Furn- ed a piaflo solo; Master Randall Bosca
Accepted and the Treasurer ordered charged
with the amount.
Adopted
and
the
Board
of
Public
Works
plant
was
privately
owned.
ace factory.
gave a recitation, "America,” and Aninstructed to installsuch lamp.
i
^,tic0,
Schelven reported the colI
am
referring particularlyto the
hflaa Katherine Doesburg and Mrs. J. thony Van Ry read a paped on "PaOn motion of Aid. Wiersema,
lectionof $1.85, ordinance fines and officers'
BUY
matter
of
aid
from
the
employer
in
the
Resolved,
that
the
common
council
rescind
Dykstra of Holland spent the week-end triotism.” The literary part of the
fees, and presented Treasurer's receipt for
r
its former action relative to the placing of purchase of Liberty bonds and would the
as the guests of the former’s cousin, program concluded with short talks by
The factory campaign in the Liberty a street lamp on Madison Place.
.A'c,0ft0d,nd lhe Treasurer ordered chargMrs.- W. B. Stahl in Muskegon.
N. J. Jonker, former president, and Loan drive is continuing to be satis- And, that the placing of a lamp at said suggest that you recommend to the ed with the amount.
C, BaKeyzer, the local real estate Rev. J. Van Peursem. Elaboratere- factory and several of the factoriesiu local.on be and hereby is referred to the Common Council that the City Treasur- nnThae-.C,lerk re|>ortod‘he collectionof $12,on Public Lightingfor further er be authorizedto invest in Liberty bonds JJi.8.3 /.n“ s“‘e ?f Pir0 Department Bonds
man, was on a business trip to Grand freshments were served. The gathering Holland are giving good accounts of Committee
information and report.
premium and accrued interest,
such sums as may be subscribed to by aeries
Bapids Monday.
ened with the singing of "America.” themselves. One concern,'the Dunn
»nd presented Treasurer’sreceipt for ths
Carried.
the
regular
employees
of
the
Board,
who
same.
It is, of interest to those who pro:o:
Mfg. Company has a perfect score, a
Th« Committee on Sewers, Drains and
pose to convert their 3V4% Liberty SENIORS BUY
record that can’t very well be beat. In Water Courses,to whom Vos referred the
or<i""1 'h"«b[,n'i’ aceoriii"« ,o
petition
of J. Struer and others for the conbonds into 4% bonds, to know that the
this place every single one of the em- struction of a sewer in 20th street,between
a-Jfts TreMur0r reported the collectionof
INSTEAD OF
2%
to accompany the siibscription.
new 4% bonds received in exchange
ployees has bought libertybonds. This First and Cleveland Avenues, reported recstrucGoi * 0f >Ume *Dd *'dewalk conon November 15th.
will be dated June 15, the same time
CLASS
ommending that* a sever be 'constructed iu
includes even the girls in the office.
8%
on
December
7th.
said
street
as
petitioned
for,
and
that
the
as the 3
's will draw interestDec. 15
.dA;xdh "L'S:,1'"""'" order'd
The employeesin this concern show- Board of Public Works be instructed to pre
8% on every other pay day following The Clerk report that an interest coupon
ai}d June 15. Just how the difference HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS FIND ed their patriotism by making their pare plans, specificationsand estimateof
until pByment is completed.
NEW WAY OF HELPING UNwril be adjusted has not yet been derecord clear. In many other factories cost therefor.
e‘hTe 0f,»25 ha<1 b0en Panted to
Adopted.
Under this plan the employee would "to Thraaaum for payment and recommend
CLE SAM.
termined by the Government.
the score is getting high, but this is
The
Committee on Public Buildingsand sign an agreement authorizing the ed that the Mayor and Clerk be authorlaed
City Clerk Richard Overweg motorto issue a voucher for the amount.
the only one so far reported in which Property, to whom was referred the request
Adopted and voucher ordered issued.
ed to Grand Bapids Monday.
Even the Seniors at the High school there was a perfect percentage.
of the Board of Public Works for permission frea surer to withhold from his or her
to erect a building in the rear of the city pay the amount represented by the , Tb0 c 0rk reported that pursuant to inA, L. Cappon was in Grand Bapids seem to have contracted the "Liberty
hall at an approximatecost of $2300 re- above plan of payment.
ffin!
rLha1«h*d«,iI!nn0t,c0 of toe num
on business Monday.
Bond” fever. This year the proceeds
bering and filing in his office of the special
ported having taken up the matter with the
STARTS
Respectfully submitted,
assessment
roll for water and sewer connecMrs. M. Tardiff of Holland was on'i from the coming Senior piny will be
said Board and recommended that the Board
‘‘f?* 1 ,,nd ‘he time for reviewing same
FOR
be given authority to erect such building
of the prise winners in the Grand Bap used to purchase $150 in Liberty Bon Is.
Holland, Mich., October 16, 1917 and that no objections had been filed in bis
in accordancewith their request of Oct. 3.
Miss Fern White has consented to loan
ids Pre* Liberty Loan Contest.
R. B. Champion, Superintendent. orace.
1917, ami that the Board i.e instructed to
Gn motion of Aid. Wieriema
Th0 Cierlc also presented the necessary
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hoek have the class $15 for the payment of the LARGE GATHERING OF INDOOR advertise for bids for the construction of
y
Resolved that the recommendationof affidavitof
said budding.
FANS GATHER IN CITY HALL
returned from Ann Arbor where they first assessment. The remaining $135
On motion of Aid. Lawrence.
pi’* Champion ax approved by the Board
The
Committee
further
reported,
recomwill be paid by intallments of $15.00
have been visitingElmer Hoek.
Resolved, that the foregoingspecial asTO BEGIN THE SEASON
mending that the Council have a basement I.e and the same is hereby approvedand or
“••red tarried into effect.
sessment roll be and hereby is confirmed
A1 Brinkman moved the household monthly. Later these bonds will be disconstructed under the building proposed to
»e erectedby the Board of Public Works T:» the Honorable, the Board of Public »nd ordered certifiedto the Board of ^agoods of J. Kronemeyer from Hamil- posed of o a memorial can be purchased
The largest, crowd of Indoor baselmll ior the storage of coal, at an estimated cost
Works of the City of Holland, Mich. ?oTcVe?tion.'Pretd°“ the 0,D"*1 ro"
ton Holland. Mr. Kronemeyer will re- for the school.
of $103.00.
-Centiemeu:
Adopted.
The class agreed that the purchasing fans that ever assembledin this city
^ Mde ia this city.
Aid. Wiersema called for a division of
Adjourned.
The balance in the water fund after
Harold Gilman, a Hope College stu of bonds was more necessary and patri- held a meeting Friday evening in tin the question. .
Granted.
Richard Overweg,
Ihe bills approvedat this meeting have
dent who has been employed at Fort otic than a memorialat present.
city hall for the purpose of organizing
On motion of Aid. Wiersema.
City ODrk.'
Morgan, Col., for the Heinz Pickle Co.
Resolved that the report of the Commit
an indoor baseball league for the comtee on Public Buildings and Propertyrela
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